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TUCVMCARI MAKES
GREAT IMPROVEMENT

12,

Subscription

1006.

buildings, but now they are being CITIZENS DISCUSS R.OAD
made permanent. New structures
AND WATER QUESTION
are going up every day and the
sound of the hammer and saw can
be heard
from morning until

Many Settlers Arriving Daily and
Agricultural Operations
night.
Rapidly.
"While a number of people who
recently
came there went into bus13.
conM.
Goldenberg, who
ducts a mercantile establishment iness of various kinds, the majoriat Tucumcari, and C. C. Davidson ty of them have taken to farming,
an attorney in the same town, were and every quarter section of land
in Santa Fe yesterday attending to in the vicinity of Tucumcari has
business matters. Mr. Goldenberg been filed on. We do not need
is a resident of many year's stand- any irrigation, the rainfall furnishPro-jjre-

ing in what is now Quay and Guadalupe counties and understands
conditions there thoroughly. Mr.
Davidson is an attorney and has
resided in
Tucumcari lor several years. Both have been and
observe the deare in a position-tvelopment that has taken place.
They were very enthusiastic in
speaking of their town and section,
concerning which they, Mr. Davidson acting as spokesman had the
'
following to say:
"The development of Tucumcari and vicinity during the last year
has been nothing short ot remarkable. It seems tome when walk
about town, I see scarcely anvbody
know.
The number of
whom
strangers are so great that Tucumcari seems almost like a new town.
For a time a number ol settlers
came to our country from Texas,
but during the past year and especially this spring, they have been
coming from Kansas, Iowa, Illinois, Indiana; Kentucky and even
Tennessee. The pleasing lealure
about it is that they come well
equipped to start in business or
agriculture, whichever they may
decide upon and they are adding
wonderfully to the prosperity of
the community. Those who come
with the intention of farming bring
with them the best of horses and
government mules, and the country about Tucumcari has the ap-

ing sufficient water for successful
farming.
Our country at present
is beautiful, and to draw a com
parison I would say our pasture
lands look like the blue grass fields
of Kentucky, and sheep and cattle
men are expecting the most sue
cessful season the territory has evAgricultural crops are
er seen.
doing well and the farmers feel assured of a satisfactory yie'd.
When, in thinking the matter

pearance

of a

over, 1 remember what improvements have been made in Tucumcari in the past year, I feel that I
cannot say enough in its behalf.
Much has been done, and I feel
confident that the good work has
only begun." New Mexican.
A NEW

OOINt; ON.

"As would be naturally expected
considering the large number of
people who are entering that vicinity, there is a great deal of build"
ing being done. Upon first com
ing to town many people erected
temporary lesidoncos and othor

Hen-nin-

on

T. W. Human was called to the
chair and W. F. Buchanan was
elected secretary.
After the object of the meeting was stated the
questions we have just mentioned
were generally discussed and the
sentiment unanimous that Tucum- -

Tl CLMCAKI ITULIC SCHOOL IUMLDING.

$25,000 HOTEL HERE

"People who do not understand

HUll.lMNO

SURVEYORS

HERE

CAMPBELL'S

g

PLAN

The Campbell System Farming
Association, which is now holding
its qaurterly convention in Las
Vegas, was incorporated under the
laws of Colorado, on October 25,
Its purposes are education1905.
It will enal, pure and simple.
courage in every way possible the
spread of general knowledge concerning the Campbell system ol
soil culture, which is scientific farming. The association is not in the
It will neither
land business.
buy nor sell, except so lar as the
lormer may be necessary in order
to acquire land for model farm
Thc-;farms will be
purposes.
n
maintained to show the great
public the methods and results of the Campbell system, and
will be located in six or more sections of Colorado and .adjoining
Membership in the assostates.
It enciation costs S5.00 a year.
titles the holder to one share of
stock in the association (par value
S5.00), to one year's subscription
to the Dry Farming Magazine, to
one copy of Campbell's Soil Cul'
ture Manuel, to Iree admission to
all meetings and conventions held
by the association, and to a special
cash discount on all purchases of
Campbell system farming machinery.Las Vegas News.
Am-eiica-

thriving agricultural

the changes which has taken place
in Tucumcari during the past year
or two, would be surprised to see
agriculthe amount of
tural machinery, which is being
shipped there almost every day.
The farmers are making money,
and they are using at least a part
of it in developing their lands and
getting into condition for the coming season.

SOUTI1 WESTERN

year.

The Southwestern Engineer and
surveying corps under C. S.
locating engineer for that
company, arrived here Thursday
TOWN MUST HAVE A PUBLIC WELL off the Dawson branch where the
The citizens of Tucumcari met new survey for eliminating curves
at the offices of Mechem David- and reducing grades has just been
son Tuesday aft ernoon for the pur- completed. The editot of this papose of discussing the feasibility per saw D. M. Bunl r who is in
charge of the men during Henuing's
of opening a road south of Tucumcari into the Puerto and Dodson absence on a trip of inspection
settlements and also the matter of down the Canadian from Abbott,
sinking a public well, for Tucum- and he tells us that they are tied
cari. There was a number ol rep- up here for further orders and that
resentative business men present he knows nothing about what they
and there was great interest mani- will be ordered to do next.
fested in these two questions. Col.
Will Meet Ajlairv at (he Court House
Afternoon of (he Fifteenth

1

community.

$1.50 a

Tucumcari is to Have a. $25,000 Hotel
To Be Built Riff tit Away
HENR.Y PFAFF BEHIND

ENTERPRISE

The News has just leartied that
Henry Pfaff, of El Paso, who re
cently bought some valuable real
estate here, is going to begin the
erection of a $25,000 hotel right
away on the corner of the block
north of the Baptist Church. This
property was purchased from Col.
T. W. Heman as agent by these

cari mist have a public well where
people coming into this town to
trade can have water without cost
for their teams, and further that a
good county road must be opened
for 25 miles south of Tucumcari
for the benefit of the general pub
lic who desire to patronize our
business interests. The committee
appointed on roads and well was
as follows: J.I. Harrison, A. D.
Goldenberg and J. A. Street, who
will report at an adjourned meeting which will convene at the court
house at 4 o'clock Tuesday afternoon the 15th insl.
These are important matters to
our people and everybody who
feels interested should turn out and
help the matter along.

S. R. May, who has been after
people last fall for a nominal sum,
buggy horse of his that was
fine
a
and it is an ideal location for a
stolen from the livery stable at
hotel.
Capitan last year, returned from
He got the
John Taylor, a Quorvo ranch- Estancia yesterday.
will
get the
he
and
thinks
horse
of
the
in
most
town
man, has been
thiei.
vook.

Carter informs the editor
the News that he has not only
the largest pumpkin on exhibition
A. R.

of

at the postofiice, which weighs no
pounds, but that he has another
record breaking New Mexico product at his ranch near town. It is
a pig which weighs one and a half

pounds.
The M. B. Goldenberg Co. this
week bought 20 acres of the Leo
Smith tract of land adjoining the
townsite and north of the track
and will survey and plot it into
A littlo
town lots right away.
later they will build rent cottages on some of the property,

FIglj
STOCK
LIVE?

.

Jj

ssfy

I'

Marketing Lambs.
During my fifteen years of experi,
ence in
I became conto
vinced
time
that
best
the
as
market
lambs
was as soon
they would bring $2.50 each. Buyers
for the local market here usually pay
that when they are about eight or ten
perature of the room counts for much, weeks old. Up to this time they have
and tho room used should ho one that cost us comparatively nothing and the
price of the lambs may ho added o
is not quickly affected by tho change
of temperatures out of doors. Most the value of tho wool as profit derived
of the thermometers sold with ineu from the ewe. We made it a rule
while raising sheep to ask $2.50 each
hators are reliable, but about one in for
the lambs at the first inquiry and
fifty will prove to be out of the way in
its recording of the temperature. Some- stick to Ibis price until they brought
times a man falls in getting a good it. We hardly over had a lamb left
hatch through an accident ho might to sell over two months old, ami somehave avoided. At one time
changed times they were taken by the butchers
oil and tho second lot was poor. The at six weeks. It is an established fact
lamp went out and the temperature Mint ten head of full grown sheep will
foil.
did not discover that the lamp take about the same amount of feed
out till it had boon out for some as one ordinary cow. The ewes will
lime, and by that time the eggs were nverage seven pounds of wool r.t 20
cuts per pound: $1.10 added to the
Chill'Mi.
ut tho luiup again and succeeded In getting a fd) per com hatch, value (if the lamb makes ?:t.!l0 Income
year. You may say that some
even then. When all the eggs are fertile i get from CO to SO chicks out of limes the price of wool Is lower than
100 eggs.
There are a number of 2o cents per pound. But consider that
things the novii-should look for. there will be enough twin lambs to
oiinteract any low price or wool. Now
Among thotn are poor
incubators,
poor eggs, poor ventilation, drafts, not in comparison, the cow will have to
turning the eggs enough, and lack of bring you a net Income of $.1!i per
attention to the lamp and tempera- year. After deducting the worth of
ture. I figure the cost of the oil for milking and caring for the milk you
will find that the sheep is far the
one hatch at from 10 to 50 cents.
m.ist profitable animal of the two. Anfill my incubators in .March. April and
May. for the spring birds and for fall other important item is that whenever
chicks
start the eggs to batching it is convenient the sheep will especially accommodate you by clearing
about the las: of .tune or in July.
a field of pasture of obnoxious weeds.
J. K. Weaver. Fulton Co.. X. V.
I.
C I'ackler.
Johison Co., la., in
Farmers' Review.
Ground Bone ns Feed.
Sheep and Dogs.
II is surprising that so many fresh
In .'our issue or February 'J! I no
bones arc allowi .1 to go to waste on
tice. in the Stock Department, an arour farms when In y are particularly
adapted for poultry food. Fresh bono ticle on "Sheep it ml Hogs." It was
written by a. .M. Brown of the Michinitrogen,
phosphorus
contains
and gan
Agricultural College. He claims
lime in considerable quantities. The
lime is useful in the shells of the to know of no remedy but to get lid
eggs, but this is the least important of one or other of the kinds or anihave before expressed my
thing connected with tb" feeding of mals.
supplied in views on the subject in the Farmers'
hones. The lime might
old plaster.
Hut the phosphorus in Review. You must have dogs or you
are a loser.
have had sheep on my
tho bones constitutes a very important
farm for over twenty years, and I
element of food and this phosphorus
keep
goes to build cp the bones in growing have never lost one by dogs.
fowls. It is more useful for growing three dogs and sixty head of sheep. I
acknowledge
that that is most too
fowls than for mature fowls, but Is many
dogs, but it is better to bavo
serviceable for both. The bones also
many
than not any. The great
contain considerable quantities of ni- that
trogen, and this nitrogen goes to trouble about dogs and sheep is that
not used to dogs will run and
make muscle. The only way that a sheep th'-are scared, and then the
farmer can use the bones is to buy a show
dog. will take after them. If they are
bone mill by which they can be reduced to a very line condition with not afraid of dogs they will stand
small effort. We have, heard people and fight. Only the other day one or
complain that It required too much my dogs started a rabbit and ran him
muscular effort to grind bones. But through the (lock of sheep. The .sheep
seemed to enjoy the
this was true largely a long time ago. stood aside and
pay $!J tax on tnv three dons
Hone grinding mills have now boon race.
perfected to such an extent that little and think they pay me tenfold. - A. T.
effort Is required, livery farmer should Hvaus, Knox Co., III.
keep enough fowls to justify him in
Tough Beef Disappearing.
buying a bone mill, which can he purWo frequently complain that progchased for a very few dollars. Fowls
in
is slow.
Yet if
iravo food of this kind both summer ress
we stop to compare conditions
uiid winter.
with what they wore thirty years ago
we find that we have made considerClover and Alfalfa as Poultry Food. able progress. There was a time when
We should not forget that all kinds about till beef, except the fluent porof poultry graze on succulent grass tion of an animal, was tough. Whethforms of vegetables.
er a man called for beef in a restaurand kindred
Clover and alfalfa are among the most ant, hotel, dining car or in his own
useful things that can bo grown near homo, he usually got meat that rethe poultry house. Homo farmers have quired a good deal of chewing. Toextended their poultry yards to ir.clude day it is far different. The proportion
large plats of grass ground.
They of tender, juicy beef on the market is
would have done better had they plantvery much greater than it used to
ed those same areas to clover or alhe. and at restaurants, hotels and in
falfa, both of which are exceedingly
all other places one gets tender beef
rich In tho elements the poultry needs. more frequently than
tough hoof.
Alfalfa is as rich as bran in protein Tough beef Is rapidly disappearing,
element. AH kinds of clovers are good and no one lamonts It. There Is no
and if one will not succeed another reason why tough hoof should rewill. A man need not tie himself main, as It costs tho oattlo-raiso- r
ns
down to growing just the red clover. much to produco it as does tondor
White clover can always bo grown and boor, and It sells for a much lower
nearly always altslkc.
price.
Using the Incubator,

I

nm using Incubators In my hatch-Inoperations anil find the IL'0 and
220-egBizcs the most convenient to
manage. To ho successful one must
have a good thermostat and learn how
to control the Maine of the lamp so
ns to glvo a uniform heat. The tem-

Experience

I

sheep-raising-

1

1

vs

iu--

I

I

I

cattle-breedin-

My experience

in Threshing.
in threshing has not

been varied. Ii has been tho same
thing over and over again and that
has been very expensive to tho
farmers in this part of the state.
In
as much as the machines do
I
not save the grain.
have lived
We have
in this ting seven years.
had five different machines in that
lime and (here has been no choice.
We have employed
machines
and hey did no better work than the
oh! hand feed
which we used two
vear. The machines thresh tho grain
:ill right, but do not separate it from
the straw, and enough oats go into
the straw stack to doubly pay the
iireshlnn bill. Such work docs not
ra very well. Rome of tho farmera
ia
the oats on. in ihc stack, they are
light, and so forth, but
would rather
have them till taken out of the straw.
Then can do ns choose with thorn
would prefer feeding them rather
Mian have them wasted in the stri'w
and rot in the chaff, which they gen
orally do.
All the inventors in the country ant
wracking their brains to gel a throe-- j
kernel drop to a planter. There arc
but very few threshing machines ox-- I
hibited tit fairs, and where there arc
they attract vorv little attention, for
the fact that they fail to present, the
vital point to the fanners, that of
saving or separating the grain from
the ;lraw.
Perhaps there are machines that will do ilia;
Then that
same machine wMI blow lots of tbn
oa!? into the stack. Any old cylinder
and concave will do the shelling till
right, but it is the taking care of thi
oats and getting them out of the separator before the fan blown them inK
the Mack to be wasted. I would like
to hear from others on this subject.
J. C. Mahouey, Kane Co., Ill,
two-me-

f

I

I

I

The American Sheep.
The American sheen is coming to
he more and more a matter of interest
to the American farmer.
It is doubtful if in this generation
we shall
again see the small interest in sheep
thai has been shown during tho past
fifteen years. This lack of Interest
was due to the fact that the sheep
with which tho farmer found himself
fifteen years ago was largely a
sheep, and wool was then
declining at a rapid rate. The demand for mutton was much less then
than now. In the fifteen years theift
has been a groat change in the character of American sheep. They are
more largely suited for the production
of mutton that: they wore then, and,
moreover the price of wool is again
high enough to encourage the sheep
owner to produce it.
The city people are demanding a
sheep of higher quality than formerly
and can hardly be .satisfied with a
sh"op that, has been brought tip on
weeds and brush. Tho sheep that Is
well fed from birth to the block Is
the only one that produces meat that
brings a good price in the city markets. The sheep that have been
grown on poor feed and then fattened
quickly smII for a smaller price on tho
oily market, as their meat is known to
be not of the best quality. Tho American sheep may be a pasture cleaner,
but it must have good grass also if It
is to lie profitable.

OF

RIPPLES
MERRY

M1IITK

JESTS GUARANTEED
CAUSE A LAUGH.

TO

Poor Old Robinson Crusoe Feared a
Meof Old
Hoodoo
Elucidation
InPhi asc Fashionable
chanical
valid Up to Date.

Just Like a Cirl.
"Yes. a gentleman will always destroy a lady's love letters when thoi'o
"ins been it quarrel between thorn."
"Of course, .lennelte. and so will a.
lady dedroy those received from a
hope you tore up that
,'onilciuan.
batch you received from .lack."
did.
hid
tore them up In
he tiniest pieces Imaginable."
"And were you very angry, dear?"
Why. it took mo two
"Angry?
whole days to paste them together
again."
I

I

I

Sensitive.
The ancient reporter was interviewing Mrs. Methuh'-lain reference to
he, husband's age.
put him down tit SuO?"
Suppose
vc ns uri .1 the reporter.
Please don't " hastened the venerable lady. "Say he is over 000 at
Im.-t- .
He is very sensitive about ills
I

.Ige."

"rfenslriveV"
"Yes. lie is afraid people will doubt
his claim of being tho 'oldest inhabi-

tant.'

"

The Real Question.
"What did yon think of my remarks
Hi
'Tho Divorce Question'" asks tho
i.'uror of his friend who has boon in
the audience.
'They were quite eloquent, and well
phrased, but why didu'l you tell what
the divorce question is?"
'Why, man,
covered tho ground
thoroughly."
"No. The true divorce question is:
'How much alimony does she got?'"
i

I

Must Be Fresh.
"See here." exclaimed the husband
of the fashionable invalid, 'whirl's the
idea of the doctor coming hero again
"My gracious!" she exclaimed petulantly, "he has come lo leave my
fresh medicine. You don't suppose I'd
use yesterday s, do you?" Catholic
Standard and Times.
A

Traveling Crane.

More

for Hustlers.
nothing
hate so
much as ti lazy man.
Wick- s- Well,
wish there were,
Winter Apples.
inure of thorn.
In the selection of winter apples
Illcks You do?
be sure and note in what catalogue
Wicks -- Sure. The tnoro kiay men
the apples are described.
What Is there are the loss comimtition w'O'd
a winter apple in one locality
Is iuive In IiuhIiiohb.
sometimes a summer apple in other
locnIHIoK.
Should a
man
Pessimistic.
mko
the Wealthy he will hme n wiutor
'Iaw, can un honest man ulny
npplo If he lives in Mltiuosotn, but a poker?''
"Y-.summer or fall apple If he Uvea lu tho
Tummy, but he can't win any- uutuetn part of Illinois.
hiiiR."
Hicks-Ther- e's

I

I

rjA

Ma!

.mifflU
i

in

n--

i

SLEEP

TREES.

MULCHING

Use of Stable Manure to Ir.cieaso tho
Productiveness ot Apple
Trees.

i

FOR

Old Crochet Work
and Make Use of It on ihe New
Lingerie Blouse.

Value of Completo Rest Inestimable
to Child and Lock Sure to Result in Ills.

In a recent Issue of the Farmers'
Heview
mentioned the mutter ot
mulching apple trees newly set on u
hillside, writes a Floyd (onnty (la.)
The editor calls attention to
farmer.
did not mention the
the fact that
probably
material, but suggests that
It was quite
meant horse manure.
should omit the mennatural that
tion of the material, though that omisWe live in
sion was unintentional.
the edge of a small city, and not more
lut ii half a mile from all the stable
manure we can porslbly use. We can
have it tot simply drawing it, and
so met lines we are even helped to load
It. There are cases where the owneiVi
of ins Inrse manure hae paid ten
touts a lo.td to have it hauled away.
This gtWM us plenty of Hue mulching
If, however, we were out
material.
four or live miles Ironi town tho mat-to- r
of mulching or cultivating would
no a very different one.
seldom fail
to mulch my orchards every seat-onbegin in the fall as soon r" tho
ground is frozen a low inches deep
and put on the mulch throughout the
winter and till the ground begins to
thaw In the spring.
have done very
Utile cultivating since the severe, lessons taught mo In the winter of 1SSI-:- '.
Now
ami only to keep the ground
free from grass lor about a yard
around each trunk.
find a tree heavily sot with
When
try to cover the ground thorfruit
oughly under r.uoh tiee, and tho richer
the material used In tnis mulching the
bitter. I never saw an apple tree
make too much growth eltln r the year
it bore heavily or tho next. As long as
our trees are gnwn i.n tender roots
nn.'d to grass rather than the bare
roll.
think this bettor than the constant and laborious task of cultivation.
aJso wish to say that while manure a i'oo dei around the trees may
u
be all right, a half ft.ot of horse
will do. It is not always easy
to got enough hor.se manure to mulch

Resurrect Your

growing
The real value or sleep
hoys and girls can scarcely bo overesIf parents felt the Importtimated.
ance- of a goodly number
of hours
sleep to their growing
ehlldren It
would moan the establishment of a
new habit of living in many oases.
The baliics and little children In a
generally
household
well regulated
have their nap:; or sleeping t line
arranged for them, and a
gooil habli Is stabllshed which give's
a basis tor :,ound nerves and wholesome bodies; but as a edilld grows
older his nervous activity increases,
and even thout.li ho may feel bodily
exhausted his wil! together with his
intense Inter, st In life and surroundings combine to keep him awake, lie
will beg to remain with his ohkvs
and to (Mijny late hours even when
his weary head Is nodding and his
tired eyes are half closed and heavy
with sloop. When a parent consents
to allow a child te disobry nature in
this way the overhurdenod strong! n
must pay the penalty. In many oases
irritability develops when the tired
body and strained nerve's are overtaxed, and the child is brought under
a strict discipline and maybe s.'Ven
ly reprimanded.
The result of the
punishine-nune.'er
such conditions
nervous
more'ly aggravates a
bail
fitato. and a king lino of evils follow.
Almost any child is reasonable.' anil
manag(abh If In is in normal oondi- lion, and there is nothing so vital, so
a
natural
nee'essary in promoting
healthy state of oxlstiMice for a boy
of good sloop.
or girl as
neeo:;- Tho public school of
Barlly makes vi'ry strenuous demands
upon its pupils. A great deal is
from these
and demanded
Time is
young minds and bodies.
Now pupils are coming in
passing.
every year. Those who neiw occupy
the' room must move along to
for others. A cortniu amount ol
work must be finished. Sanitary erua foot doop.
ditions are not always of the' liert order in our school rooms. Overwork
PEACH TREE PRUNED.
cd leache-rand overcrowded rooms
all have their effect upon individual
of
Best
Style
Example
the
An
oi work and individual
constitutions.
Trimming of This Variety
Kaoh child boars a part of tho strain
oemse piences both
of Fruit Tree.
and fools the
Those losphysically and mentally.
properly-pruned
Here's a picture of a
son days are net the easiest days t
young peach tree, set two yearn preconquer afte-- all. Tlte chile. ron Strugvious to the taking of the photograph.
glo and battle with probably as groat
This tree has boon cut back, thinned eliflloultios (taken proportionately) as
out, and nicely shaped for future use their elders find in tho conflict with
life in a broaelor sense. .Many a tired
little; body succumbs te disease simply because nature has boon on a
constant strain for the few years of
tlw child's life. Brooklyn Fagle.
I

I

MANURE CHED.

A

It May He Built on End of Barn
and Made to Provide Straw SWr- -

How

I

age and Cattle Shelter.

I

A straw ami manure! .shed can be
built on mm sidi! of tin; barn; the
straw to lie put in this building over
the shod with a wind stacker.
Tho

i

I

I!
I

!

Crtt StttUn lM4nuy.-

I

-

I

.

I

MA.NUIU:

CKOSH

S1IKD

Sr.CtlON.

Blied may bo used for stock sis runway and place to feed roughage.
Tliis manure shod will not only pro-

'1

I

tect the manure and save
soluble
elements, but will give good, comfortable quarters to young stock during
tlte cold of winter, and will afford a
cool place In the heat of summer and
tho loft will shelter quite a lot ot
straw.
Portable feed raokr. can be
placed In hen; and there should also
bo a water tank and a salt box. One
farmer who has such a shod, rays the
Ohio Farmer, has just finished hauling out a nice lot of manure, and we
think It is worth live times as niuch
as nmnur-- hauled from an open yard,
and what Is more, if It wore In an
open yard it would have been either
frozen so it could not be hauled or too
wet to be handled.
j

FOR BETTER

ROADS.

What Is Being Done in Illinois
der the New Roads Commis-

Un-

sion Law.

It is Interesting to note what the
various states are doing to improve
the roads of tho country
districts.
Illinois' legislature nt its last session
pnsscd a law creating a highway
and appropriating $Uf,000 to
be used in employing an export whoso
business it shall bo, upon request, to
visit any community and give advice
ns to the best means of bettering country roads. This advice is given without cost to the community and can o
followed or not. In oilier wonts any
section lias the right to this advice
without entailing any expense whatever. The state highway engineer
by the com mission is A. N.
Johnson, now of Springfield, 111., a
man of wide expoilenco and good judgment, if is said, r.ud to him the farmers of the state can look for advice
and suggestions at any time.
The commission just appointed by
flow Poneen is oonins"d of President
10. .1. James, of the University
of Illinois; J. It. Fulkerson, a progressive
of
young farmer
the state, and
I.ayayotte Funk, who has for many
years llgured in all the movements
looking to better rural conditions.
n

THE ORCHARD.
Close aUontlon

to weeds will keep

the plants growing.
Provide drainage lor orchards. Wet
feet will produce heart disease In llio
I'm It troe ns certainly as the miasma
of tho swamp produces ague In man;
only it may take a little longer time.
Several trees are averse to transplanting, ?.nd rarely do well. Of those
tho walnut, hickory and chestnut aro
Tho nuts of those
notablo oxamplcsi.
should ho pluntQu whoro tho trees aro
wiiited.

t
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I

I

I
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FASHIONS.

ON

NOTES

CHILDREN.

make-plac-

of ranking n
The tailor's .see-ro- t
bodle'o bolt defy the sagging efforts ot
time and frequent wear Is a very
simple one. Whether thebelt bo
made at homo u: lie purchased In a
simp, the little finishing touch may b
iiMiiIts. Those
applied with exiM-lleihave
that are bought ready-madusually tho whalebone in tho buck
sometimes thoru lire even thr'o,
to a "V" at I In wnl:t line ami
widening at the top. There is illso
one1 on either side in front, whoro Cio
belt fastens.
Tlii'se should be supplementeil by a bone half way hotwee-ithe front and back. Just where
begin to widen. Hut Unthe gnlhe-nreal slay that will make- your bolt
shapely throughout Its lifetime is the
waistband- - like that fastened insldo
any ordinary bodice. This is fastened
to the belt just wiuro those throe
bones are pla eei in tho hack. It Ills
snugly, boars the strain and saves the
soft silk or satin from tho stretching
process certain to cemio in the course
of a few woarings.
old- Have1 any of thhousewives
fashioned crocheted tidies which they
nave concealed in tho dark recesses of
their clos"ts? If , now la the time
to bring them out. but for dross trimming. Fashion lias set the seal of htr
lace, and
approval upon
thon- is nothing more modish than
tho pretty crocheted lac with which
every woman was wont to occupy her
spare time a few years ago. Wonton
folk wore especially fond ot making
tidies of the little round wheels of
crocheted laoo. .ow, while tlioau
tidies were hideous as ornaments for
chairs they are really lovely wnon
taken apart and sot in dainty waists
as modal lions. A tour of tho shops
lingerie.
will show many
beautiful
waists with yoke r.nd other fancy of-- ,
foots formed ot lace inedallions. One
(lover gill who found an
tidy in the attic brought a to llgln ot
day and alter washing ml separating
tho wheels put hall a do.eu oil tho
front of her now lingo le blouse. Tho
effect was charming and the girl is
now receiving congra illations on hor
waist. Chicago Pally News.
e
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-
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REAL

FLOWERS

Fancy

to

IN

HAT.

-

-
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Rice Wattless.
ciipfuls of soft
f
ami
boiled rice, two ounces of butter, one
pint scalded milk, three eggs, one
tpuspnonful baking powder,
salt, one tablcspoauful
toaspoonfiil
wheat flour. I'si cold,
rice, molt the butter in tho milk which
has cooled, beat the egg yolk.s anil
whites separately, making the latter
come to a stilf froth: mix tho rice and
milk, boat thoroughly, ami then add
toaspoonfiil salt and oni of
f
baking powder, and the Hour; put the
yolks into the batter, llrst blending
we'll, and. lastly add tho whiles and
I'se an extremely
beat well again.
waffle iron. Pour the
hot.
batter from a plicher and fill the Iron
quickly, close quickly, and set on the
lire. Two minutes should be all the
lime required to make a walllo nicely. Remove carefully, placo on a hot
dish, piling in double rows, and butServo with ground
ter generously.
cinnamon and sugar mixed, or with
butter and sirup.
One

one-hal-

one-ha-

lf

d

one-hal-

l'ltul'l-Mtl.-

1MU
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tools:
fulness. Convenient
Narrow pruning saw;
pruning shears (handles about two
'
for unall
toot longj; hand shears
twigs. Other tools, says the Homo
Journal, may be added to the list, if
desired (see nursery and implement
catalogues), but the three mentioned
should prove equal to the needs of all
ordinary pruning requirements. Lasl,
but not least, do not forget a can of
thick paint (any kind), and a brush
with which to apply It to all Ir.rgo
wounds.
d

Tho cow that is "spring poor" nnx
won't bo worth much the coining ama- -

A Cough Curo.
Put an egg In a cup of vinogur; lot
It stand until the shell Is all gone.
Then heat In somo sugar anil givo a
toaspoonfiil ovory half hour.

A

Ornament Various

Ar-

ticles with Fresh Blossoms
Fad That May Grow.
"We trim hats with real llowors,"
said a Broadway florist. "A fine lavender chip adorned with purple orchids
and asparagus vine in one window
brought us orders for many like it.
"Our mode of trimming
injures
neither Mowers nor hat. Hats trimmed
with real llowors have been used In
weddings in place of brideiniild's bouquets. They have aleo been popular
as choice cotillon favors.
"Wo trim parasols, too. Customers
may buy our parasols or bring their
own puri'liasrs to have tho;n Morally
decorated.
"An exquisite pale green parusnl
was brought here lately to ho
with green orchid
and
maidenhair fern. A more charming
gift could hardly be thought oi.
"It looks to mo as though it would
a lixe-fashion to have gifts
made' more beautiful and giftlik" with
Mower trnimlngs, which can bo
by the recipient of the proscmt
and srt in water or woiu. as tho cuau
may be." N. Y. Sun.

Chintz Now Used.
Tho newest mattresses and pillows
d
chintz.
nre covered with
When the hod is put to air er tho bo I
cloihes changou, one now gazes upon
flowered e'liintz instead of
bluo-anwhite covering that wati
brlglit-coloro-

d

oueh n

horror

to a

beauty-lovin- g

houso-keopo-

r.

If you do not wish to go to
iho oxponso of having the mattrossoa
and plllowa roenvorod, slip covors can
bo vury onslly nmilo of chlnix

S E Polphrey, the Alamogordo
contractor, went through to Dawson the, first of the week, where he
is going to do some building for
Southwestern people.
M. F. Way land, an Alaniogordo
carpenter, went through to Daw-

DAWSON

Endue Items
This country is being visituil with n little
cool weather and rain.
The frrmers ate all K0'K right ahead
with their plowing and crop planting.
Chas. Miller, Jim Allen, Jim Walker and
Hill lilkins were surveying this week.

gram.

The Stock Exchange has put
down lynoleum and rugs and made
other improvements one of which
is a private ofiice for the bookkeeper.
Robt. Lewis,

of the Mounted Po-

Texas, I'riday.
Chas. Miller and wife were pleasant callM. W. (Juilen's Sunday.

ers at

A meeting

was held at J O Walker's
for school pur-

store Weenesdny evening
poses.

Hoss Jackson and Tom Thumb are breaking horses this week.
Claud Smithers was back in this part of
the country Wernesday after his hoiseand
saddle; we suppose ho is going to quit us
Ales Ashtou has moved out on his ranch
west of here. We are glad to see so many
We meet
people coming to their homes.
them all with a hearty welcome.
Hest wishes to the News and its readers

lice force and a royal good fellow,
one of the right men in the right
Mrs. Donald Stewart
place, has been in this neck o' the
woods for a efw days, and was an relatives in Las Vegas.
appreciated callei at this office.
return home tin- first of
shortly thereafter
and
James Wright has let a contract
for Scotland
sail
will
cottage
of
for the erection
a
on lot 7, blk. 3, Russell Addition. tended visit.

Exclusive agents
Famous

'W.'b. Corsets'

Handsome patterns

in

Tad.

is visiting
She will

the month
the family
on an ex.

e,

hf t Ci
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Calicoes, dark and light colors
Apron Check Gingham
in dark colors
Beautiful Shirt Waist Cheviots
colors guaranteed, 10c, 12

a homePuring the month of March,
The coal camp at Dawson in Colfax
in Torrance counmade
were
imporentries
stead
of
great
one
becoming
county, is
employed ty, and during the four mouths ending
tance. About 1. o men are now
conApril 30, 5M of this kind of entry wen!
and a thousand coke ovens are under
comin the United States land ollice here.
been
filed
have
which
of
struction, .450
These figures show conclusively that' New
Within ten years, this commonpleted.
what name, Mexico is settling rapidly.
wealth, no matter under
or Arizona
In the Koswell and Clayton districts,
Mexico
New
be
it
whether
of the
bids fair to rank among the greatest coa which contain the eastern counties
territory, the entries have been much
producing sections of the United States.
greater in number and in fact three times
The Baptist people will begin a as great. In the Santa Ke land district,
many private confirmed land
revival meeting Monday night. there are
several extensive forest reserves
grants,
Rev. J. R. Taylor, of Alaniogordo. and quite a number of Pueblo Indian
will assist Rev. Reece, tilt local grants and reserves, hence the amount of
minister, in the meetings.
public land at the disposition of the settlers is not nearly as great as in the eastSt. Clair & Co., the new grocery ern counties of the territory.
and butcher firm who have leased
Concluding from these facts, it can safethe Cover building, are expecting ly be assumed that since the first of the
0
to open now any day. Their stuff year the territory has gained between
asnew inhabitants.
and
The
30,000
enough
to
long
shipped
been
has
made by this
heretofore
The building is sertion,
be at hand now.
p.iper that New Mexico at this time conready for their reception.
tains fully 300,000 people and more is but
If the present
reasonable and rational.
J. H. Williams, of Brecken-ridgTexas, ,'has been here sev- tide of immigration continues for another
He is the father of twelve months, and the chances are that
eral days.
instead of decreasing it will increase greatMrs. Campbell, who it was re- ly, by the first of May, 1907, New Mexico
ported committed suicide here will contain .100,000 people anil its valuation of wealth will have increased in the
last June. Newsreaders arelik ly gratifying ratio. New Mexican.
most of them familiar with this
case; we know nothing about it,
O. M. Connelly and wife spent
as it was before our time as a the day here Tuesday, returning to
the ranch Wednesday.
citizen of this community.
1

Correspondence!

son Monday to work for Con trader
The picnic at DM Undue was well atS. E. Polphrey on some buildings tended, everybody report a good time.
he is going to erect there.
Hill Klkins made allying trip to llerford,

The entertainment given by the
Baptist Young People's Union,
Tuesday night, was a success in
every way.
There was a large
crowd present and it was entertained throughout the entire pro-

NEW MEXICO GROWTH

IS BIG CAMP

-

I

!
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Sole Agency for

Luther Gloves.0"'

ONE PRICE TO ALL AND THAT THE LOWEST.
5c.vd

LADIlfS' WHITE SHIRT WAISTS.
India Lawn Shirt Waist with one row of embroider) insertion
down the front at 5oc
India Linen with all over embroidered front
$2. 00
A beautiful Jap silk waist, Lace trimmed
$2.oo
White India Lawn Waists, embroidered or lace trim,l, 1.50, 1.75, ?2.
Fancy Silk Jacket Suits, also, some plain colors, which our
buyer purchased at
off the regular price while in New
York, we are placing them at your disposal $8.5o plain colors,

5C
S

yd

15, 20c yd

shirt

waist Madras, 32 in. wide
15c ycl
Silk Dot Ginghams
25c yd
One lot Wash Goods, regular
value 8
and 10c yd to
close out at
5c yd
S
Small figured Batistes
Fancy stripe Organdies, 12
r5c, 20c
Elegant Sheer Organdies, silk
dots and silk stripe in large
or small figures, - 25c, 35c, 45c 50c yd
The New Suitings we are showing in six different colors at
25c yd. Extremely popular.
Plain ColorDuck for Shirt waist
suits, washable, colors navy,
12
sky, white and tan

one-thir-

d

$ lo.of) fancy striped.
An

elegant line of Silk Gloves and "Mitts.

Ladies and Misses Ready Made Skirts in
New Spring Styles.
5oc to $3 00
l.oo to $3.5o
Chemise. 1.25 to $2.5o
Drawers, 5oc to $2.5o
Corset cover 35 to oc

Gowns,

UNDERWEAR

Skirts,

Pepperal Bleached Sheeting.
25c,

io-.- ,
27
30c yd.
lih aclu d Domestics, good finality,
12 yds $1,00
Hummed Hed Sheet
.
50C
Hemmed PillowSlips,
-.
c
u-- 4

72-t)-

45-3- 6

Ladies' Girdle Corset
In white or colors, nice quality Batiste.

65c all sizes.

Just Received a

1

New Shipment of Ladies' Spring
Oxfords.

!llViVor,in()xfortlS

"Cat

Pat. vamp turn sole Oxford
hitfh military heel 53.00.

Pat

Xv Oxfords,

sale nrice. $1.75
Pat. tip welt sole $2.00
White canvas slippers SI. 75.

We arc receiving daily new shipments of Dry Goods and rue in position to show you the
newest
and allow us the opportunity of showing you the nicest goods in the city.

ASK FOR PRPMi"

all lines.

Advertisers of Facts.

Call
.

The M. B.

GoldenbergCol
Your Money Ba.ck.

CONTEST NOTICE

TUCUMCARI

Department of the Interior, United
States Land Office
Clayton,

A

BUSINESS

PKOTLE

DIRECTORY OF NEWS ADVEK.TISEK.S

N. M.

er publication.
Edward W. Fox, Register.

Pioneer Bakery.
Wm. Troup,
Coal Dealer and Transfer.

NOTICE

Legal Tender Harbor Shop.

Department of the Interior, United States
La.nd Office

Clayton,

Nkw Misxico.

March 27, 190G.
contest affidavit having been
filed in this office by Samuel P. Riley,
contestant, against Homestead Entry No.
35O5, made February 11, 1902, for SE U,
Section 26, Township 10 North, Range 30
East, by John T. Croy, contestee, in which
it is alleged that the said John T. Croy
has wholly abandoned said tract; that he
has changed his residence therefrom for
more than six months last past; that said
tract is not settled upon and cultivated by
said party as required by law, and that
said alleged absence from the said land
A sufficient

was

not
in

d u e t o
the Army,

his
Navy,

employ-men-

Chamberlain's

Watch the Ads in this Paper Every
Week, Thcv Will Help You When

April 5, 190G.
You Go To Buy.
A sufficient contest affidavit having been
Jones,
Street
filed in this ollice by W. 1). Richardson of
O. K. Meat Market.
Tucumcari, New Mexico, contestant,
against Homestead Entry No. 4 525, made
J
worth Co.
Lumber and Building Material.
April 8, 1903, for SE.. Section 12, Township 9 North, Range jo East, by Robert
M. C. Medium,
Lawyer.
J. Briggs, contestee, in which it is alleged
that the said Robert J. Briggs has wholly
C. C. Davidson,
abandoned said tract; that he has changed
Lawyer.
his residence therefrom for more than six
W. J. Hittson,
months last past; that said tract is not
Lawyer.
settled upon and cultivated by said party
& Matteson,
Matteson
as required by law, and that said alleged
Lawyers,
absence from the said land was not due to
Teo. D. Martinez,
his employment in the Army, Navy or
County Surveyor.
Marine Corps of the United States as a
private soldier, officer, seaman or marine,
B. F. Herring, M. D.,
Physician and Surgeon.
during the war with Spain, or during any
other war in which the United States may
Miss Lillian Pruett,
be engaged.
Vocal ;mh1 Instrumental Music.
Now therefore, said parties are hereby
M. H. Koch,
notified to appear, rospond and offer eviFuneral Director and Embalmer.
dence touching said allegation at 10 o'clock
N.
V. Gallegos,
s,
a. m. on June 7, 190G. before N. V.
U. S. Court Commissioner.
U. S. Court Commissioner,
at his.
lioot & Shoe Shop.
Tucumcari
office in Tucumcari, New Mexico, and
that final hearing will be had at 10 o'clock
Gross, Kelly & Co,
a. m. on June 14, 1906, before the RegisGeneral merchandise, wholesale and retail.
ter and Receiver at the United States
W. T. Nicholson,
Land Office in Clayton, New Mexico.
Blacksmith and Horseshoeing.
The said contestant having, in a proper
Jim's Restaurant.
affidavit, filed April 5, 1900, set forth facts
which show that after due diligence perRock Island Eating House.
sonal service of this notice can not be
made, it is hereby ordered and directed
Top Notch Store,
that such notice be given by due and propConfectionery and Groceries.

CONTEST

flWW(lWIWWWWIWWlWlliWIWW

t

or Marine

Corps of the United States as a private
soldier, officer, seaman, or marine, during
the war with Spain or during any other
war in which the United States may be
engaged.
Now, therefore, said parties are hereby
notified to appear, respond and offer evidence touching said allegation at 10 o'clock
a, m. on May if), 190G, before N. V. Galle-go- s,
United States Court Commissioner, at
his office in Tucumcari, New Mexico, and
that final hearing will bo held at 10 o'clock
a. m. on May 23, iooG, before the Register
and Receiver at the United States land
office in Clayton, N. M.

The said contestant having, in a proper
affidavit, filed March 27, 190G, set forth
facts which show that after due diligence
personal service of this notice can not be
made, it is hereby ordered and directed
that such notice be given by due and propapr7 Gt
er publication.
Eowaiu) V. Fox, Register.
Clark's Rye Old Oscar Pepper Old
Crow Canadian Club Gordon's Dry Gin
John Van Hausman's Geneva Gin, trip-ti- e
distilled, absolutely pure this is the
tf
best. At the K. C. Bar,
The burglar knew what was good he
drank some of that 20 year old Hermitage
nt h Kho.i1 Tender.

Beer, Coal and Ice.

The M. B. Goldenberg Co,
General merchandise, wholesale and retail.
Knights of Pythias.
A. F. & A. M.

Knights of Pythias
Tucumcari Lodge No 29, meets evory
Visiting brelltrnn
evening
Wednesday
cordially invited
Davidson,
IIunthu, K of

C C
R L

C C
R S

A. F. & A. M.

Tucumcari Lodge No.

Cough Remedy
The Children's Favorite
...OUIIEQ-Coughs, Colds, Croup and
Whooping Cough.

27.

Meets every first and third Monday tu
each month. Visiting brothers invited.

Jons
M. C. Much km

IC.

Wiiit.mouh,

W.

Thin romoilv in fnmoun for ltd curnn ovnr
nlitrffo imrt of tho civilized world. It enn
nlwnyn fin daiiondcd utinn. It contnlnn no
opium or otlmr harmful draff and mny bo
given ns confidently to n Imfoy ns to nu ndult

Patented

Lands For Sale

Three patented ranches for sale, 1G0
acres each, on the Pnjarita. .Will sell for
tf
Inquire at this office.
55.50 an acre.

Prico 25 cts; Lnrgo Slzo, 60 eta.

WANTED Girls for dining room, lunch
room and pantry work.
Si 5 per month,
Rock
with board and room furnished.
Island Eating House, Tucumcari, N'. M.
tf

Belle of Milton bonded whiskey
Old
Kentucky pure white corn, double stamped
whiskey
Guckheiiner Rye John De War
We are offering b.irgarns in every deOld Highland Scotch whiskey
E. & J.
Roche Old Irish whiskey
Old Original partment, especially in Dry Goods and
Call and see ns.
The M. B.
Hungarian Blackberry Juice for medical Notions.
tf
purposes all these can be had at the K. Goldenberg Co.
C. Bar.
tf

acres of patented
lane ten miles southeast of Santa Rosa,
and ifio acres of patented land 3 miles
south of Santa Rosa on the Pecos river.
For particulars call on M. McQuaid Tucumcari, N. M.
2 tf
FOR

SALE

.joo

The burglar had good taste. He samBanana Brandy nt the Lega
Tender.
pled the

r

The Howry Cattle Co. roundup was in town yesterday, outfit-in- g
to begin work south of Tucumcari. Wilson, the range foreman for the company, was in
charge of the outfit.

R

UBBER STAMPS and seals, manufactured by Ellis Bros., El Paso.
Leave orders at this office.

What Think Ye of This?

T. W. I Ionian,
Real Estate and Insurance.
Tucumcari Townsi'.e & Investment Co.
Legal Tender Saloon.
Tucumcari Telephone Exchange.
First National Bank.
Tucumcari Pharmacy.
Street & Baker,
Livery, Sale and Feed Stable.
Henry

&

Co,
Lobby Saloon.

S. C. Pandolfo,

Insurance and Real Estate.
J. A.

Street,
Coal Dealer.

Barnes Rankin,
Furniture and Undertakers
&

S. C. Campbell,
News Stand and Confectionery,
Miss Emma Jahns,
Millinery.
Coney Island Bar and Cafe.
White Elephant Saloon.

Tucumcari Water, Ice

&

Power Co.

The Plaza Hotel.
Whitmore & Co,
Staple and Fancy Groceries.
Clint Rutherford
Saddles and Harness.
Stock Exchange Saloon.
Monarch Saloon.
Tucumcari Laundry.
J

Hrs. Alex Street said that Mrs.
Welch told her that her friend Mrs.
Hurley told her that Mrs. Pandolfo
had said that Mrs. Ernest Langston
had actually declared that her friend
Mrs. Wharton had been told by Mrs.
Goldenberg that Hrs. Barnes had
really been heard to say that when
it came right down to the fact about
matters that Hrs. Russell and Hrs.
Curren had both declared they had
been told by Hrs. Carter that there
was no place in this country where
you conld get better values in Shirt
Waists and Shirts than you could at

G. Russell,

Physician and Surgeon.
Pioneer Drug Store,
Drugs and Medicine
The Racket Store.
The K. C. Mar.
The Phosnix Barber Shop.

M

Sec.

-

apr-21-- tf

Fowler Bottling Co,

The Lodges

Gross, Kelly

&

Co

t

carpet, the stained
poor, worn-ou- t
chalr3.
pine table and the
I'nab'.e to understand It. throughout
the night she was torn and shaken
with the agony of despair, only falling
aalccp Just before dawn.

TheBalmforAll
y LEW VANDERPOOLE
(Copy

i

int. by Jotcph

II.

Uowle.)

In the far New Hampshire hill country stands a lone farmhouse which has
weathered more than a century.
Tho ago of the owner, though, was not
bo well concealed as that of his house;
for every one of his SO years had set
Its mark upon him in passing. Still
his hack and shoulders
were as
straight as those of a hoy. and there
was neither halt nor falter in his
eteps.
As she met him at the door, on a
certain Augtfst neon, his wlf glanced
through the
maples toward the highway.
"Yes," he said, "it's pretty
near
time the boy hrung he. I heard the
cars moro'n half an hour ago.
It's
awfully funny, though, how skeered
you be o' Kit! You'll like her on
Eight. Everybody does. Shucks! You
oughter know how many o' them air
fellers down In New York wanted to
marry er. T'want no use. She's all
farm. Never'll wean her from that.
Can't make nothin' but a farmer's wife
nut o' her.
in course you'll like
her."
As if overcome by a sense of her
own ridiculousness she for a moment
laughed lightly. In partial unison with
his heartier mirth, then said, gravely:
"But, you must remember, I am
your second wife, and not her mother.
That makes a difference."
Just then there came the sound of
wheels, tho harking of dogs, and a
shuffle of swift fret across the kitchen
floor. By the time Mrs. White's eyes
tvero clear her husband and a tall and
beautiful girl were clasping each other
flosely.
and
alternating little choky shouts of
"Paddy!" and "Kit!" and punctuating
the brief Intervening silences with resounding kisses.
.Mrs. White's heart beat tumultuous-las she and the girl first faced each
other. In the single second of silence
which followed a mutual cnord of tenwas struck between
der sympathy
them; their hands
met. and then
their lips.
"You are my new mother," said tho
half-timidl- y

half-cryin-

one.

"Yes, dear." answered the other.
Tho old man, satisfied, went smilingly out to his work.
His wife and daughter were chatting cordially when he returned Indoors, and it seemed to him that the
immediate meal was the best he had
ever tasted.
That afternoon he and Kitty visited
pvery spot for which she had cared in
former years.
From her earliest infancy the farm
had been to her as one of the gardens
of Paradise, ministering to her every
need, and furnishing her endless
amusement. Whenever there had been
lulls in the outdoor work, her fancy
bad feasted on the tales of social and
life, with which the
adventurous
of tho neighborhood
book shelves
abounded.
So it had ever been, up to her fifteenth year, when she had reluctantly
but
gone to a distant seminary;
neither that nor four years activity
house,
York publishing
in a New
luster.
dimmed any of the northern
At 22, her employers sent her abroad
for a year.
Scarcely had she landed in France
when the news came that her mother
had suddenly died. Though a
sorrow, this prostrated her for
a time, but the speedy outcome of it
was to make dou'!y precious to her
the farm and Its association?.
Ou tho way to bed that night eho
passed through the parlor, whose
formerly had been so sacred
that she had only gone there with
hushed breath and lightest tread. Now
it was all so mean and chap tho
s

'

'

1

Not long after her return to New
York Kittle began to fear that there
was much to which she could never
Even some of
again be indifferent.
her father's habits distressed her. He
ate with great gusto, dividing his food
about equally between his mouth, the
tablecloth and the floor, and the supremacy of his knife as a lifting factor was far from being his sole defiThe list would have
ance" of eating.
been such a long one she dared not allow herself to make it.
These daily ruminations, the magnitude of which pvpt increased, always
ended In tears she was so nshatned
of such disloyalty to the being she
loved best; but before she bad time;
to fret herself Into a still more sori-ous illne?s there fortunately came an- other Interest into her life, at once
the newest and the oldest in the world,
Almost from early childhood she
had cherished an ideal as to what tho
one man most desirable to her must
be like; now her affections were set
upon one who had little in common
with her dream, though she realized
that he was far better suited to her.
Early autumn brought a letter an- nounclng the illness of her father,
which at once routed all memories of
Lis Imperfections and fully restored
her appreciation of his virtues.
Daily reports came to Kittle from
be-- j
her stepmother, which gradually
came more and more unfavorable. Tho
girl was disturbed, but not alarmed,
He was old, but he also was very
strong. In a few days he would re-- j
cover. She dared not go home unless
his condition became serious, fearing
to upset the partial equilibrium she
had regained.
One day they brought
her a tele- gram which said: "He h failing fast,
Come at once."
Completely overwhelmed, she start-- '
cd on the first
train, her1
sole aim in life now being to tell her
father everything and beg his forgive
noss while there still was time.
When she reached his bedside he
was heedless of all outcries of endearment.
"Oh. make him speak to me Just
once!" waft her useless entreaty, many
times repeated.
In a multitude of ways she had
been disappointing him all her life,
cheating him out of the comfort in her
to which he had been entitled, and
now her last act In his lifetime had
been to cheat and disappoint
him
again.
Limp and senseless she settled down
a pitiful little heap upon the floor.

'

north-houn-

A week following her return to New
York Kittle received tho proposal of
marriage which she had known was
inevitable he could not hold his
peace while she was In such bereavement, because he wanted to shelter
her within the sympathy a man gives
to the woman he loves.
"I have outlived my right to love
and sympathy," she said, when he
paused for his answer; then she told
him everything.
"I am a farmer's
daughter," she added, Anally, "and I
had no right to wish to be anything
else. Once my father was tho one man
In the world to me his judgment my
solo standard of good, his ways my
only models for right conduct; nnd.
so proud was I of being a country
girl, that no superficiality of town life
could win me. It was the same, for a
time, after I went abroad. At length
I found my standards wavering
and
began to be troubled.
Hurtful and
haunting comparisons made me wish
to fly back to the beloved farm, where
I could set myself straight.
But they
kept mo away so long that the poison
crept Into mo more deeply than I
knew. It was not till I was again in
the midst of all I had a right to cherish that I saw how base a thing I had
grown to be. My old gods wore slain
and I could no longer bear to stand

where they had been. You will understand me. now. when say that thero
Is no longer any place for me In tho
economy of Nature. I have shut to
happiness
myself every door of
through which other mortals have a
right to pass. I can bo no man'3
wife."
Before he could put out a restraining hand she left the room; and when,
alarmed, they looked for her. she had
also left the house.
The next even Ingsheonce more sought
entrance at the old New Hampshire
doorway; but the gentle stepmother
was away in pursuit of needed rest
and the house was closed and silent.
Forcing an entrance through an unsecured window. Kittle was glad to
be alone. She could better light her
battle by herself.
The next day was a stormy one of
wind and snow, but she spent tho
whole of it going again and again,
with all the old love and longings, to
every spot connected with her child
hood.
The old peace was again stealing over her; perhaps It would fully
return if she went to her father's
grave.
Before she was half way there the
day of foodloss exposure began to tell
upon her strength.
The las: confused
sound which reached her vat a was tho
screech of a steam whistle above tho
oar of the storm. It wqj the same
train which the night before had
brought her from New York.
Half an hour later a horse which
came along through the darkness
to pass a drift In the road. Tho
two men who got out of tho sleigh to
Investigate, found Kiltie lying across

CURIOSITIES

OF RAILROADS

There Arc Many Things in Connection with Them That Are

Peculiar.

The driving wheel of an engine
traveling OU miles an hour makes 2150
resolutions a nilnuto, and often has
behind it a train weighing 200 tons.
Yet the axle of the wheel upon which
this gigantic strain Is placed cannot
be made straight and true, like tho
axle of a carriage wheel. It must be,
in tho nature of things, a crank nxle;
and it may be imagined by any cyclist
how greatly the massive cranks add
to the strain.
The dllliciilty of keeping an express
Given a perup to time is mormons.
fect engine and a good driver, ho must
also be provided with the host of coal
and a fireman who knows how to use
he
It. On a run of say Hon miles
will use at least :i."00 gallons of water. If he carelessly uses more he
will exhaust his supply. Wind has to
be allowed for, and wet lines always
mean delay.
There are 2U0 or 300 signal men
to be passed; each of them has his
share in the punctuality of tho train.
One careless platelayer among nearly
l.ioi) who look after the line between
England's and Scotland's capital may
delay the train by bis failure to screw
up a fl.sh bolt. The whole train may
lie brought to a standstill by a greaser
having allowed a pinch of dirt to get
into one of the many grease boxes.
As may be Imagined, only the most
rigid discipline can run a
train to time
The aunt Is often hurled at Brittheir way.
ish railways that they are expensive.
When next she opened her eyes they
fares are held up
many
persons whom she French and German
rested upon
as contrasts to be copied. The pubknew. The one she knew best of all lic forgets that in Britain a reasonstooped and kissed her.
able amount of luggage is carried
"How did you find mo?" she asked, free; abroad, none. It fails to refeebly.
member that most foreign railways be"It was easy to guess where you long to the government, while British
had gone, after what you told
mo ones are forced to pay from two to flvo
when we last met "
per cent, of till their earnings into the
Perceiving that they were not neednational exchequer.
ed, everyone then left the room hut
the anxious stepmother and he who
RAILWAY RUMOR.
was most concerned.
"It was useless to come." protested
India's railway building for the next
Kittle; "I dare not listen to you."
three years will amount to about
"You
are toe uncompromisingly
per annum.
scrupulous." he said, "and it has
in
of rail whys
The total length
caused you to misunderstand every- Japan is now over l.."i00 miles. Tho
thing. The twin laws of growth and gauge Is throe feet six inches.
change attack and distract everybody;
Tiie largest locomotives require mora
thev are the supretnest tragedies in the than Ion gallons of oil a year to keep
universe; but sincp you cannot alter them in smooth running order.
them, you must not let them dismay
J. I'. Hull, of the Santa Fo, Is oryou. Take life as it K. and remember ganizing
tin association eonioscd of
that it is almost Impossible to do
men who wore once messenger boys.
honest or otherwise, which The
llst.it is said, includes Andrew Cardocs not invade some person's rights, negie,
William C. Vim Home, Marvin
or make some bell or another jingle
highlit, W. A. Gardner, Col. Robert
out of tune. For instance, that which C.
Clowry and A. J. Earling.
you now believe to be your duty would
Statistics of the railway mileage of
only till you with new remorse;
I
mean, you would soon upbraid yourself Europe show that the total mileage or
for denying mo my sole chance of hap. the continent and tho I'nlted Kingdom
on January 1, l!iur, amounted to
plness in this world. The investigamiles, being an increase of 2.09S
tion of ethics of selfishness hadn't
taken ou quife so far as that, had it, miles over tho corresponding dnto of
110 1.
in.v poor, puzzled darling?"
Matrimonial tickets are supplied by
The pallor on her cheeks increased
for an instant; then she smiled 'for the Canadian Pacific railway to thoso
settlors in the Northwest territory who
the first time in many a weary day.
Another confusion nearly another wish to make a Journey In order to got
sin entirely another point of view!" married and on presenting the return
a
she faltered. "Is there nothing any. coupon and a marriage certificate
man is entitled to free transportation
where but the point of view?"
"Oh, yes," he answered, as she hid lor his bride.
in recent years tho construction of
her face on hi.s shoulder to obscuro
tne dawning of a new light; "there is railways proceeded in Germany at the
something very much better; there Is rate of about ()21.f miles a year. The
love the balm for all confusions anil
entire mileage exceeds at present .U,-for every point of view."
miles. The electrification of railways is still confined to a few subToo Busy to Get Hungry.
urban lines, whore tho system works
A contemporary
marvels that tho satisfactorily.
Japanese had enough to eat while the
war lasted and only began to starvo
Dead or Crazy,
with the restoration of peaco. That's
A London daily tells a short modeasily explained. In the war they ate ern ghost story. A man was travelup tho Russians.
ing on a northbound train out of London. Opposite him was a silent stranWhore the Wako Begins.
ger,
his only companion.
Between
Pat Why Is the shtern of 'a Fhln London and Derby no
word passed.
lolko Sunday?
Then as the train drew out of Derby
Mike Shuro and I don't know.
he said, pleasantly:
"Good line, this,
'"Case It's the beginning of tho sir. oh?" The stranger
replied:
"I
wake." Yonkars Statesman.
think it a beastly bad line. I wan
Hilled on it two years ago,"
i

anv-thin-
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FLY?

EXPERTS

DIFFER

VAIT)

Says Fins Simply Act as Aer-

One

oplanesAnother Claims That
They Move Swiftly as Wings.
Two papers dm the eternal Hying fish
problem have appeared almost hIiuu!
tanoously, and express widely dlvornc
.
views, says tin; l.onilon
In the one published In tlio .Inhrbueh
of thu Austrian geological survey, Di.
Abol, after
describing
the various
kinds or fossil Hying llsh, concludes
that neither the typical flying llsh or
the flying gurnards ever use their
11ns as active organs of flight.
On the contrary, the Initial impot us by
moans of which llioso llshos .11 c
launched into the air is due entirely to
powerful, screw-likmovements of Ike
tall flu. and this impetus: is sulllcient
to carry them to the end of their journey, the "wings" acting merely as parachutes. In other words the llight. is
precisely similar to that of a Hat stone
when thrown up so as to ricochet from
the points where It touches the water
till it finally falls.
In the second paper, published in
the January number of the Annals and
Magazine of Natural history, the au
thor. Col. ('. I), nurnford, lakes the
precisely opposite view, maintaining,
on mechanical grounds, that the aero
plate theory, as the above may be
called, Is au absolute physical impos
slblllty, owing to the fact that tie
wing surface is far too small in pre.
portion to the size and weight of the
body to sustain thu lish during d.-long flight.
Tills being admitted, the only alternative Is to suppose that the "wings"
are moved with an exceedingly rapid
vibratory motion throughout the whole
flight., anil are thus, after the Hist Initial impetus, the propelling power
The author further maintains tiiat the
wing movements which mane observers have noticed when a Hying llsh
touches a wave are not niovments do
novo, but merely such a slowing down
of the continuous rapid vibrations as
to render them visible to the eye. It
Col. Durnford's mechanical data are
trustworthy as they seem to be his
case appears to be proved.
The next point, however, to ascertain Is whether the muscles which
work thu pectoral fins of Hying llsh
are really capable of imparting to
them the power of maintaining those
rapid and continuous vibrations which
are thu essential part of the new theory.
Kit-Id-

poet-tora- l

e

VRICE

"Why don't you ask me about my
wife?" queried the bearded man as he
took a scat by the woman at a little
party.
the
"In the first place." explained
woman, "I haven't seen you for a year
or two and many things are likely to
happen in that time. In the second
place, It isn't conime II rant in New
York to ask a man about his wife or
a woman about her husband unless
they are standing right in front of you.
15 von
then, If they stand in opposite
corners of the room, they are likely to
he divorced."
sighed the
"We are divorced."
boarded man. "You never knew her.
did you? One of the most insanely
jealom; women
ever met In my life.
Now, 'i' wo were married and she saw
sitting here by you she would have
a thousand tits.
If she heard me compliment you almost anything would bo
likely to happen.
wouldn't dare to
pay you a little compliment In her
hearing. I. six foot high and bearded
like it pnrd, would lie afraid.
"Women make a great mistano to
allow their jealousy to run away with
them so. Why. she got so she wanted
to know who that Mrs. Cash was I
wrote chocks for. I had some houses

FO"R

LIBE'RT

The Best Guaranty of Merit
I3 Open Publicity.

I didn't
I rented.
dare paps? or
paint those houses, though they were
occupied by men and their wives, or
she would accuse me of catering to
finally sold them,
the wives.
"It was terrible. A man with such
a wife can't call his soul his own. I
can't begin to tell you
can't tell you
how I thank heaven every day of my
permitted her
life for my freedom.
I gave
her sill
to have her divorce.
the evidence she v. anted. It seemed
a shame.
was fond of her. but
couldn't stand the constant bickerings.
We lived together
the accusations.
for ten years. When a man has a
home for ten years, then to bo turned
adrift, then to become all at once
homeless. Mut the liberty! The liberty! If she wore her- now and my wife
wouldn't dare to sit by you. Liberty
is everything in this world, isn't 1:7"
asked the bearded man.
.lust then a girl danced by.
"Hollo, (lertrude," smiled the woman.
The boarded man sighed so deeply
that the woman turned to look at him.
He was white.
"Gerrepeated.
ho
"Gertrude,"
trude! Why. that was the name of my
w ife,"
New York Press.

that

Every bottle of Dr. Pierce's
medicines leaving the great I:iIk.
ratory at Huffi'lo, N. Y., has printed
its wrapper all the ingredients
tiltoii
This fact
cnterliiL' into Us composition.
alone places Dr. Pierce s Family Medib
They
ttciitsrlvi'H.
clrttot
till
cines in a
cannot be classed with patent or secret
medicines because they are neither. This
is why so many unprejudiced physicians
prescribe them und recommend them to
their patients. They know what they
aru composed of, tind'tlml the ingredients
are. thobe endorsed by thu most eminent
medical ant horities.
The further fact that neither Dr.
Pierce's (ioideii Medical Discovery, tlio
groat stomach tonic liver invijrorator,
heart regulator and blond puritier. nor bis
lor weak, over
"Favorite Prescription"
,
nervous women,
worked,
contains any alcohol, also entitles them
10 a phico all by themselves.
Aliinv yeam ago, Dr. Piercu discovered
that chemically pure glycerine, of proper
strength, is a better solvent and preserv
ative or thu medicinal principles rosining in our indigenous, or native, medicinal plants than is alcohol and, furthermore, that it possesses valuable medicinal
world-fame-

I

'

I

I

I

broken-down-

I

:

ot Its own, DiMiL' tiemuicciii,
nutritive, antiseptic, and a most olllciont
proiHMTics

antiferment.
Neither of the above medicines con- g
tains alcohol, or anv harmful,
drinr. as will be seen from a
glance at the formula printed on each
bottle wrapper. They aro safe to use and
potent to cure.
Not. only do physicians prescribe tbo
medicines largely, but
above,
the most intelligent people employ them
people who would not think of using
the ordinary patent, or secret medicines.
Kverv ingredient enterinir into the composition of Dr Pierce's medicines lias
the strongest kind of au endorsement
medical writers of the
from leading
several schools of practice. No other
hubit-formln-

SHE WAS A MUVDHEAjDEH

"There's going to bo an entertainment at the hall tonight, aunt Maria.
Prof. George Is to give an exhibition
and
of hypnotism ami miudreading.
,
tell how it's done." said Mary
who always stopped in to see
her aunt 011 her way home lrom
school, and tell her the village news.
Aunt Maria looked up with her
ready siu'lo and said. "Well, you don't
need to go to that entertainment do
you. Alary Elizabeth?
You can save
your quarter this time just as well
as not."
"I don't know," answered the girl,
slowly. "Don't you believe in
aunt Aliirla?"
"Of course I do, child. I'm not one,
and never was, to deny facts.
"Your uncle is just, coming in now,
Mary Elizabeth, and if you are observing I guess you'll get a good understanding of what miudreading it."
Air. Pratt opened the door, and after
speaking to his niece, looked questionably toward his wife.
Bottled Grapes.
"Yes, father," she responded, as If
fresh
growers
market
In
France
Vine
ho had asked her a question.
"I've
outdoor grapes all winter by a new and mended your coat, and It's right In
curious method. Hunches or grapes the bedroom closet."
when ripe aru cut so Mint a piece of
the vine live or six Inches long remains attached. A large number ui
bottles filled with water
are placed In horizontal rows In rack
the stem of the grapes When tlio dolorous dumps Ret hold of n
and
a
cellar
in
man
is placed In the mouth or thu bottle,
Ho mill olio! Worry and woo!
while the grapes hang outside. The When
he reels he's a part of lieczelbub fl
grapes do uot touch the water, but are
plan
Is tin- show for 11101 tal below?
What
supplied with Wiiter through the stem.
sky that was blue turns blackThe low uniform temperature of the When ertheand tiliu'U
preservation
the
to
And th; douce talus tlio load that ynu tote
cellar is favorable
hack:
of thu fruit and the water is supplied When entheyour
thlnu that on yesterday nlad- daily to thu bottles to make up for the
deiiod anil cheered
Such grapes are expen- Is a thing, you opine, to he dreaded and
evaporation.
feared!
sive, but plenty of people aru glad to
It Is oho!
pay a high price for them.
Worry and woe!
you haven't a show.
t'nfortunutc devil,
emails, for you feel It Is so.
Any man who Is always wanting r. As needn't
Oho!
day off is liable to get a layoff.
Ileio is a "ko!
For the dolorous dumps hit n terrlhle
has
ink
of
printer's
dose
liberal
blow.
A
kept many a man from making a fool
When the dolorous dumps settle down on
of himself the second time.
vour soul
s

Kliza-beth-

mind-readin-

am! returned

Mr. Pratt disappeared,
wearing
in a moment

the mended
coat. He sealed himself near the lire,
and after asking Mary Elizabeth how
school prospered, he again turned his
ga.o upon unit Maria.
She shook her head solemnly. "No
the gray kitten hasn't come back."
she said, "and I'm afraid some harm
hits come to it."
"Too bad!" murmured Mr. Pratt.
A short
silence followed, and then
AIr.. Prall remarked, as if In answer
to some question. "No, Amos, I didn't
gather the eggs today. I guess you
had belter tend to it before it gets

medicines put up for like purposes had
any such pmfessiimul endorsement.
Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets euro constipation. Constipation is the cause of
many diseases. Cure tbo cause and you
cure'the disease. Otic "Pellet" Is a gentle
laxative, and two a mild cathartic. Druggists sell them, and nothing is "just ad
good." Easy to taku as candy.

"You say they were married and
lived happy ever niter?" "Nothing of
slid they married and
tli' kind.
lived scrappy ever after."
I

Lewis' Single

late."

Mr. Pratt rose al once. "I was just
Koinii to sneak about the eggs," he

answered, starting toward the kitchen
door.
"You forgot that package of popper,
after all." his wife called to him,
"but M's no matter."
laughed
as she
Mary Elizabeth
gathered tit) her books and started
for home.
".Miudreading
takes time." said
Aunt Maria. "I've given about forty
years to getting a real good understanding of it." Youth's Companion.

-

WHEf SKIES AHE DAHK.

wide-necke-

1

Oh ami oli my! Life Is a sigh
When von feeltoll--that Old Niek Is demandTo
ing his
hold them we try. but blisses will
llv.
Why. then Is the time when your wife
and the kid
Will either move out or wish that they
did.
And you. too. would like for the rest of
'the day

Cleanliness
Dr. SomervUle

In Olden Times.

Hastings,

lecturer

at the London Institute of Hygiene,
the other day on ' Cleanliness is Next
to Godliness" said that people were
much cleaner now than they were In
the reigns of Queens Alary and Elizabeth, when the washing of clothes
Cotton was hardly In
wiis unknown.
use and linen was expensive.
The poor wore rough woollen garments, which were never washed, and

To move from yourself

away;
Km

The storv Is true-- add a slight pink to an atmosphere
nine.
San Francisco Call.

the better classes adorned themselves

with silks and velvets, which were
dyed when they would no longer pass
muster in regard to cleanliness. It is
recorded, continued Dr. Hastings, that
James I. never washed either hands
or face during the period he posed as
the wisest fool in Christendom, but
confined his cleanliness within the
narrow limits or wiping his finger
tip. upon a damp napkin. Ixmdon
Telegraph.

Hinder

straight

Made of extra quality tobacco.
dealer or Lewis' Factory. Peoria,

cigar.

fie

Your

111.

Green is not a fast color and many
man has begun life as a
sucker.

a bright

riTMiniiwilU iMirml. Sn lltinr niTvoilMiPHiiftnr
ilrnl iliiVHUMtcif Or. KllnnVilrnil
SCi.OO trlnl Imdle itlol trrntl-u- .
fur
I'lilluilclilili, I'u.
II. K I. INK. l.lil .I'll Arrh hln-ul- .

CITC
I O

rl

it
Pit.

11.

So far as known now, the hen is

111"

onlv one that has to work while laying
off.
Mm. WlnloT'H Sootnlntr Syrnp.

Kiinih, reiWr ,
J"nr rlilMron teultilni:,
nuuiuiitlliiu, alluyit imlu, curi:a w.'mUullu. i!So Ixiltio,

It is impossible to tell how much a
man is amused by the volume of laughter he lets escape.

unite a distance

It's oh my!

Life is a kIl-Ii- !
When the devil moves in, then our house
is awry.
And the sphlt.s of kindness and charity
uy.
oh my!
You know It. you guy-K- now
the dolonnis dumps as sadly as I
When the doloioiis dumps eome around
iiiuri
wiiu i
Ah and ah whew!
Worry's our due!
Why, then is the time when a man knows
Ins
siniv is true of me and of you.
He may fall with a groan 01 stand with
a grin.
lie may bar tumble out or shut trouble
in:
lie may iiuieh weaker he than the least ot
its woes
Or may laugh at bis blues till the last ol
them goes.
It Is ah whew!
The game's un to ynu.
To smile thiiiugh
oui woes or to trueklo
thereto.
Or write a lulef lyric, as I strive to do
Ah whew!
'I'd

d

Important to Mothers.
Exaralno carefully every bottle of CASTOTUA.
a etfu nnd euro remedy for Infants ami children,
raid hcu thut It
Bear tlio
Hlk'imturo

In Ueo For Over

UO

Year.

The Kind You Uuvu AJwuye

Hut

few

Bought.

orators can hope to win

fame in competition

with windmills.

If we could see our backs we should
probably Hud them blushing at thlnga

said behind them to spare the feeling
of our faces.

Don't Get Wet!
TOWER'S

SLICKERS

keep you dry as
nothing else will, because

will

they arc the product of
the best materials and
seventy years' expert-- ,
cn::c in manufacturing.

CjWER

a.
.8

Sf BRAS

J. TOWER CO.
Boston. U.S.A.

Toronto, Cm.

'

tenet

LAST SURVIVORS OF
THE MEXICAN
Held Probably Last Reunion in
This Week.

Professional Cards.
WAR.

handful of the
Dalias, Texas, May A
Mexican War veterans, the remnant of the
army of Texans who participated in the
conllicts with the southern republic in '.jS,
gathered in eleventh annual reunion in
A large majority of the
Dallas Tuesday.
survivors of the Mexican war are residents
of this State, but the ranks are being decimated so rapidly by death that tho reunion this year may bo the last. Of those
in attendance none is less than 70 and the
majority are over Ho years of age.
The
gathering, which lasted two days, was altogether of a social nature, as little or no
business was transacted.
CONTEST

District Attou.vuv,
Tucumcari,

Attou.vuv at Law,
Tucumcari, - - Now

y

Butter and

Eggs.
Fish and Oysters in Season.

Land Practice.

WINDOW GLASS

A SPECIALTY-A-

.

SIZES

LL

Doors, Sasft, Moulding, Finishing, Lime, Cement
Your patronage is appreciated

-

and GET PRICES

7

-

Tucumcori,

Etc

Splendid Cafe Car Service

er publication.
Edward W. Fox, Register

Meals a la Carte, has been established by

El Paso &

Southwestern

trains 2(J and 30, running between 101
Paso and Alainoiordo, serving break
fast south bound and dinner north
bound, leaving 101 Paso. This iuovation
adds much to the comfort of the trip to

7

on

101

Paso.

BAPTIST CHURCH
Preaching every Sunday at
A M and
J" P M
Sunday School at 10 A M
luninr Union at 3 P M
'raver Meeting Thursday at 7:30 P M
Choir practice Friday at 7:30 P M
Mii.Tu.M

Rkkck,

Pastor

Our

Preaching 11 A M
Junior League- - 3:30 P
Prearhing S P M

Daily

Service

and

Excellent

Connections

For Mexico. Douglas, Bisbee, Waco,
Tombstone, also for Clifton and Moron-c- i
are still maintained without change.
For rates, fohhrs, sclndnlis
H. H. HARGIS,
AQT.

C.R.I. 4E.P.RY.

TUCUMCARI

Attorn

at

hv

Law.

do a general Civil and Criminal practice. Give promt personal attention to all
business.
1

New Mexico.

Alamotfordo,

MATTESON,

&

jjATTESON

at

Attorn'kvs

Law.

land office practice and collections.
patented claims. relinquishments and
rc3ident property for sale.

notary public

Tui:umcaim,

-

ReNEIIAN

l

-

Nkw Mkxico.

atul

otlur inlormation call

d. P. DONOHUE.
AQT. E. P.

A, S. W. SYS.
TUCUMCARI

Now Mexico.

g F. HERRING,

M. D.

PlIVSICIAN

& SCROKO.V.

Calls answered. Next door to Jones Jewelry

store.

Tucumcaiu,

Nkw Mux 100.

)R. RUSSELL

PHYSICIAN atul SURGEON
Office next door to Pioneer Drug Store.
Calls attended day and night.
'Phone 13
TUCUMCAIU.

M. H.

-

-

Now Mexico

KOCH,
Licensed Embalmer

Complete Slock of Funer&l
I'rcpjriiiR

UkJits for shipment

Good;..

J specially.

Orders taken for Monuments, Fic.

LAND OFFICE.

M

U.

.

Court Com.

Wednesday
Prayer Meeting- - S P M
I riday
W JIMS
3 P M

Land Filings, Final Proofs, Contests,
and all land matters attended to.
No charge for final proof applications.
Ofkick at Court Hou.sk.

one block east of Post Oflice.
Jobi. F Hbdcphtii,

JEO. D. MARTINEZ

Pastor

V. R. STILFS.
GEN. PASSENGER AGT.
EL

Santa Fe,

N. V. GALLEGOS,

Saturday Choir Rehearsal 7:30 P M
Pastor's residence one block south and
on

THOMPSON,

IvAWVICRS,

M. E. CHURCH. SOUTH.
Sunday
Sunday School
10 A M
--

Double

Nkw MiiXico.

E. WHARTON,

CO.

TH

(Incorporated January ist mo..)

CALL

ITTSON,

ATTOR.VUV-AT-l.A-

J

Clayton, N. M.,
April 24, igofi.
A sullicient contest allidavit having been
Hied in this oflice by T. H. Sanders,
contestant, against Homestead Entry No.
37S9, made June 6, 1902, for S2 SE.j, Section ., and W2 N'E.j, Section 9. Township
Range jo East, by Jesse C.
11 North.
Blaine, contestee, in which it is alleged
that the said Jesse C. Blaine has wholly
abandoned said tract of land; that he has
changed his residence therefrom for more
than six months last past; that the said
tract has never been settled upon or cultivated or improved; that said laches have
existed from the initiation of said entry,
and continue to the date of this affidavit;
and that said alleged absence from said
land was not due to his employment in the
Army. Navy, or Marine Corps of the
United States as a private soldier, officer,
seaman, or marine, during tho war with
Spain, or during any other var in which
the United States may be engaged.
Now therefore, said parties are hereby
notified to appear, respond and offer evidence touching said allegation at 10 o'clock
a. m. on June 15, 1906, before N. V.
CJallegos, U. S. Court Commissioner,
at
his office in Tucumcari, New Mexico, and
that final hearing will be held at 10 o'clock
a. m. on June 22, 1906, before the Register
N. M. and Receiver at the United States Land
Office in Clayton, New Mexico.
The said contestant having, in a proper
affidavit, tiled April 2 , 1006, set forth facts
which show that after due diligence personal service of this noticv cannot be
made, it is hereby ordered and directed
that such notice be given by due and prop-

Mcj.vicJo:

PHONE 34.

MAIN STREET.

JACKSON-GALBRAITH-FOXWOR-

Poultry.

1 1

.

TtJCtJMCAKt,

NOTICE

Land Office

Fresh aid Salt Meats, Pigs Feet,
Tripe, Lard, Bologna.,

Now MuxirjO.

-

-

DAVIDSON,

C.

(

Department of the Interior, United States

K. MEAT MARKET.
STREET & JONES.

MECHEM,

C.

Dallas Jj

PASO
c-

Oscar Pepper double stamped whiskey
it is guaranteed.
Call for it at tho K.
Uara t, tf

COU.VTV
SlTRVKVOR,
business entrusted to me will be
promptly and accurately attended to
Olfice at Court House
All

Tucumcari,

now Moxiao,

I

rl'uusekceping in Egypt, with Native Servants, a Serious
Proposition, According to English Women
I

Sp--

.

i;tl CeilTi'SpeilldeliCM'.

I

)

lh'

eye s or muiiic woiiicii. vli
hotisewlvcH b;
nuttir" nor
IiIhssimI Willi Mtlwtiuilhil
mnii. i lu
nutnaaoiiioiM eir u hmiKedicild Is u duly
rlnHpnlly mnde tip of worries.
In HKMit, however, if one has sense
nr humor, one h largely helped over
minor dllllpullios of 1'oiiscUcoplim Ity
III

possible, or ralher u.sidess, to no out
oneitcll' io Inspoel and ask the price
of meal, vegetables, etc. To a
then Is one price, lo a native
another.
Fur ibis reanon nobody except those who can afford to pay more
than Is necessary for their food
in
for Knropenn cooks. They are a
the ludicrous ucciirrcnccH which nre
and much envied, bin ihey are
imri of one's dally lit'..; hm the neime
Inevitably cheated more or less in the
or humor N nully a lucoHiiliy.
The innrku. whereas a native need pay
woman who lacked it and e.peele.'d no more ihan the piopcr value for
hot- incnnKc in thai country lo
inn on what lie buy-:do uoi deny thai he
fonvenllonnl lines, would have to
generally ihiuks iiiimn-ientitled lo
down io a lli'o oi" worry and her put on an extia piastre here and there
rn" wonhi he wrinUlid and her hnlr in the hook he presents io ou weekly
srtty lu n t'orinljihi.
but thai one much expeei. ICven wilh
KemuiK It) hein wilh, in Hie aver-ittt- what h" makes out of you be costs
Anuio Huyptian lions- are natives. you less ban would a iCuropean. who,
oi ilJ(. Meihtri irlhe, and however honest he may be. is unable
very ood servants on the whole they lo cope with the cunning of an orimake, llni in laUlim up the reins of ental market.
nuch an csiahlisluni ni one niusi
The cook had no idea of proportion,
drop ninny of line's precon-oolve- and
well remember my lirsi meal in
not hum and can only learn by the country.
had ju.-.- arrived, ami
experience how hesi to niaiuiK" it.
we sat down to a telen-teldinner,
had considerable dilliciili ics to which hud of iii ccssil been left to the)
fact when
hepan a
of two eook's direction.
The Mrs! course conyears In the land ol' Kn.vpi. as
was sisted of an euoimous luieen full of
nnTertly iitexpeideiicctl hoi h In cook-Ut- i thick soup, which would alone have,
nnd in the Interior economy ol' almost satisfied a eloi'.cn hungry men.
the household - in short, totally Ig- The next wa even more overwhelm-inu--norant of the art oi- niun.tt
mountain oi mashed potato.'
. my
nn! lled idea lu Inn a desire to learn
with sixteen in tit ion cuilcis aranged
and not to he "done" hy thai same
round ii in a formidable mwl
As the want of a common language
Our indoor servants, who slept out was an inconvenience,
the servants
of llie house mid led ihemselvc.-i- were talking nothing bin Arabic, will; llie
live in uuniher.
Ali, the cook, was a exception of .Mi. who could converse
thirl;,
sioundrtl. wit h a in a weird kind of French.
set my-:
c.pre sdon. Ills looks, howIf in once in learn Arabic, am! beever, were the worst pan of him, for fore lout, had picked up enoii'.ih to
he turned out a treasure in his own make myself understood.
Ali's limitway. There were iwo sufl'mats. or ed Wrench was ol'it n incomprehensible, ami this led to some ridiculous
hntler:?. Ahdoi'l, lie ln:ad one. h.iviu
hi u my hud ami's p'
tumiin'jv.
serv.iii! misiii'd-'lor many ears and heiiiu presuirahh
d
He Followed Instructions.
io him. The "housemaid"
'
dot He imnu man ahum
on which visitors
Tlie llrsi o( t
six fopf hk'h. the only Kt. pilau in lirol e hi i ol it. out hoii-- c was when
lux-ui- y

.
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'ntliillhu it Clinlcr.--
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Worlti Knowing
Allcoclc's lire tho orlginnl and onlj
Ci'iiultio porous plasters; nil othur
porous plasters arc hnitatlnnv

that
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vmi cvt.--r inlin e tliat II iilwn.Nf la on Hm

I
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place it in llie dish antl arrange the!
patties upon It. All was willing, but
anxious as to how he should fold the
napkin.
"I.Ike this," I sulci; and seizing a
kitchen rubber which lay near, I fold-ei- l
ii up in Hie approved way.
Of course
should have .sought
Ahdotd. obtained a napkin and given
it
demonstration
with that, as
learned io my cost when, a few min
utes later, up came the chicken patties. They were lying neatly placed
on the coarse, rather dirty, kitchen
rubber, just as
had left ii folded.
One Christmas day we determined
on n luncheon parly.
The menu, of
course, had to include, roast turke
ami plum pudding, ami mutton cut
lets were ordered as an alternative
to the turkey. All asked which should
be served lirst. and I Instructed him
10 send both up at the same time,
lie not only did thai, hut he put them
on ihe same dish!
had a dreadful moment, once toward the enl til a dinner.
Orange
ices came round, delicious-lookinon
a hot evening, cased in orange peel,
and snowy with a covering of whipped
cream. As they came to my end of
the table noticed that people seemed
to hesitate after the first mouthful,
and to be "toying" with (heir lorks
lu a manlier rather ominous.
Conveisaliou seemed to be flagging, and
was Willi a sinking heart I helped
It was a simply nauseous
myself.
concoction. There was nothing to do
but face the situation, so
turned
'
io my neighbor and said:
"Don't attempt it; lie's put strawberry ice and sour cream into orange
peel, and flavored it witli onions."
Forks were laid clown at once with
alacrity,
nnd
thank
conversation
Ilea ven! proceeded.
lu short, Ali's cooking, though at
tlliie.-excellent, could never be
on.
Hut he always did ills
best, and bis gratitude if one praised
anything was unbounded, not to say
servile.
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most pi ople's houses are unconifort
able. This is during Kcmndan, the
mouth of fasting, when all good Mo
hammedans fast from sunrise lo
Hy the end of Hie day they
are naturally hungry, and they pass
the night in alternately feasting and
sleeping. As may be imagined, this
kind of life does not conduce to their
being very bright or lively in the daytime and Kuropenns generally are glad
the IVast of Hairaiu arrives,
after
which their servants can resume the
ordinary routine of life.
Hy the end of my second year in
th
country
had got to understand
the ways of the Herberin and had
realh come lo appreciate them as
L. Douglas $4.00 Cllt Edge Lino
servants, lu many ways they left W.cannot
no equalled atany price.
much to be desired, childish as they
were and liable lo fall us hopelessly
SHOES
"giSJ
at critical moments; hut they were always heerful ami willing, never
among
themselves
and that
must odious of all phrases, "It's not
my work." never fell from heir lips.
They judged it every one's work to
help ilie bouse to run smoothly and
this made up for many shortcomings.
Herberin are supposed hy many to
be incapable of affection or lldelity.
Thai may be. though
can bear witness i hat when we finally left ICgypt
Abdool, after hearing of our approaching departure, passed a week in tears.
Hut one trail at least in thorn appeals
lo one. and that is their devotion to
children. Though I would not pin too
Capital 2 50o,coa
much faith on ibeir interest in us.
Native Water Carriers.
W.L. DOUGLAS MAKES & SELLS MORE
I am
finite sure that any of our serv- MEN'S
S3. BO SHOES THA N ANY O TilEft
wo friends turned up ml her niiepectthe house, the mill s all being Her
ants would have laid down their lives MANUFACTURER
IN THE WORLD.
illy one iia
to luncheon.
slipped to hcmelli our little daughter. There
A
mi
headed cook's hm. oi
bei'i.
A finn REWARO to anyone s.ho can
$1
glUjUUU
thlt statement.
town io llie kitchen to have a look usetl to be keen competition to serve
lliarinii'.in. named M.ibmud. loiupliMed
II I could take you Into in tlirer lurice lactnrlei
round ami to mnke sure thai Ali her in various small ways and th
the inell'.lge.
at llrockton, Maas., nmt (how on the inllnlte
served up the food in an appetizing "Mule lady." as they called her, could care with which evert pulr of .h'ne. U rnnclr vmi
would realize wh W I.. DouuU. J.'.so hKoci
way.
There were .some excellent litCook M.ster of Situation.
wist tl em all around her small, fat cost mure to mnke, why they hold their
Mmpc,
jit better, weur lnnwr, and ure ol
canto lo was tle chicken patties as a llrsi course, finger.
The Mii conclusion
Intrinsic value than an) other .1.50.hoe.Kcoter
had had no lime
W. L. Douglam Strong Made Shoes for
lluil in catering for the household one but that morning
Man, SZ.BO, S2.00. Boys' School A
Proof.
must lie to a great eMeni In the io enter into details as io how these
ShoBM, S2.50, $2. $1.75, $1.BO
1.??ilON.
should he served. It was All's way to
"Dear, are you perfectly sure deorgo , CAU
hands of tme's ctitik. No tradesmen
Iiu.tii W
Iiifc
i
J.'ta
h.ie
N .in (joiiuiuo
fitkn
x.iliotit.itn.
excepthings
a
any
Into
without
dish
throw
the
with
nnd.
Hgypt.
loves you with Ills whole heart?"
call In
witliout tils imiiic tctul jiiii-i- ftiin.pi-.- ..ii '....tt. .ii..
nearness,
or
tempt
nrrnugcnieni
at
at
Is
supplied
which
bread
t'tttt Color Cuelrts used ; then ivul nut uvur btixitu.
"I'osltlvo. lie has never once
tion of the
wrlto fur IlluitrHti-iChIhIdk.
Instructed him to ask Ahtlool for lo have the wedding dato ohangec-.by lCuropenn linkers, everything ilium so
. W. I.. l)OL'OI..V!, lJrorkton, Man.
In,
lutn
mini.
U
fold
it
llsh
r
nonlly,
elcnn
is
Milwaukee? Sentinel.
tio ought In tho tnnti.ot.
l
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Geo. Mootv went out to his
homestead on tin- liiu- o(
for the pursurvry
pose of supiTinU'tulintf some improvements.

The Tucumcari News
at Tucumcari, New Mexico.
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A LITTLE OFF COLOR,
Delegate Andrews has sent us a copy of
house bill No. 1S282, introduced by him
in the lower house of Congress on April ift.
The purpose of the measure is to increase
the compensation of the members of the
New Mexico legislature to $10 per day.
The Kcho believes in fixing the compensation of members of our legislature, as well
as that of all other public officers, high
enough to secure the best talent possible,
but, in view of the complexion of a tnojor-it- y
of the men who elect these officers in
many portions of the territory we doubt if
this measure would have the desired elfect
were it the law. Dayton lidio.
Now what is the matter with you fellows
over in the southeast corner of New Mexico, anyway?
If the

-

What's in a name?

Mexico Mounted Polic, has been
here several days on official business. Mr. Fomoff is an excellent
officer and his work is being generally appreciated by the people of
relumed from
A. D. Pankey
New Mexico.
Brown wood, Texas, where lie
went with Mrs. PanUey and the
Administrator's Notice.
children, who will spend the sumTrcuMTAUi, (Juay County. N. M.
mer there.
I
appointed by thf

Printing (o.

Subscription, $1.50 t"

of the New-

-

Published Saturdays

The Tucumcari

Fred Fomoff, captain

You must have the coloring-giti- s.
of some of
and bob-ta- il

rag-ta- g

should not give them the satisfaction of
even recognizing that there is any southeast corner in the territory.

will

present their

Win. Troup
COAL DEALER
AND

STREET,

CITY TRANSFER

DAWSOFCOAE.

THE

"Thou shalt Dot," has been uttered to
some of our Quay County officials. And,
they wont auy more. Clean up is the fu
lure political policy of Quay.
If you will notice the number of new
buildings going up in Tucumcari you must
necessarily decide that we are growing.

TENDER

LEGAL

Barber Shop
W. F. Glenn. Prop.

Stop

at THE

RACKET and see the beautiful
PARLOR CLOCK
we are giving away.

f

BATHS.
Titumcari,

A. Jowell & (o,

Tickets lor every 25c purchase.
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First Class B;ir.

49
49
49
49
49
49
49
49
49
49
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E, S. Russell.

PIONEER DRVG STORE

DRUGS AND MEDICINES
Physicians Prescriptions Carefully Compounded.

SOU;

A

OK NT FOU

jj

Helms S harnagle

49
49

Select and

49
49
0 0
49
49
49 If von want a load of irood
49
49
49
49
49
49
49
49
Jjj Call up M. 15. FOWL ICR

Coal

t
FURNITURE

bb
bb
bb

H Kyfttiauser Beers

Sponges, Brushes, Perfumery, Fancy and Toilet Articles

J. L. Edwards, Secretary of the
Virginia Sheep Co., is in town to
CHAIRS
meet his sister and brother-in-laMr. and Mrs. F. P. Ilartnan, who
AND
are visiting here from Lynchburg,
Va. Mr. Edwards tells us that
ROCKERS
their stock are doing well and that
the lambing season is well under
way. They have over iooo lambs x
up to date,

Ni:v Mhxiu)

4Q

Tucumcari, N. M.

This is as line growing weather as one
need ask for and the farmers are pushing
work all around us.

-

i Bottlina 1

Bonded Goods of all kinds. Rye, Burbons and
Corn Whiskys of Best Brands.

J. G, Russell.

-

I Fowler I

Wri. PATTY, Proprietor.
everything kept at

-

49

K. C. SALOON
You will find

of Customers.

Correct Treatment

Jug and Hottle Trade Filled Promptly and with Care.
This paper is gratified to see the citizens
of Tucumcari taking action to have a well
for the use of the general public and also
to secure a good wagon road to the country
south of us.

The Pioneer Bakery.

t

country has been guilty of many foolish inconsistencies, but the fellows of Iiddy

of the territory should pay no attention to
such nonsense, and the Mexican people

against the said estate

J.

people of this territory had than they have
you would let up on them for a spell, to
The democracy, of this
say the least.

no man should be allowed a vote, unless he
The people
votes the democratic ticket.

have been

Phillips recently from
twelve
accounts for payment, within
Okla., has bought a lot across the months from date above given.
Mks. Anna Pk Ouvhra,
stn et from the lumber yard ami
Administrattiv of the Kstate of John Pe
has built a blacksmith shop on it
and is now doing a very creditable Olivera. deceased.
business.
A.
J. K. Blanton came in a lew
days ago from Old Mexico, where
Sole Agent for
he spent the winter looking alter
business interests, and also for
of health,
lie will remain
here during the summer season.
S. J. Wallace is hauling lumber to build a sky scraper on his
Sec W. M. Troup, the Drayman.
lot east of town.
12.

n loaf of
bread.
For those round cream
loaves, call at

Stamped on

I

12.

th.it

"II.owew

j

L. 12. Taylor has just wired resi- Hon. Vitor S. Monloya, Probate Judge of
dences for J. C. Jones and V. F. (Juny County, N. M., as Administratrix
De Olivera, deceasBuchanan in the Dawson Addition. of the estate of John of May, 190G.
do
ed, on the jrd day
C. N. McMains has also had his hereby give notice that all persons owimj
residence wind in the Dawson Ad- said estate will pay their accounts to the
undersigned; and all those having accounts
dition.

your sage bush politicians knew how much
more sense the better class of Mexican

county who considered it necessary to exclude democratic Mexicans from their primaries, simply because they were Mexicans, have outdone even the most radical
brand of the Texas article who hold that

A jjood deal when
inline is

SOME SPECIALTIES FOR

THE

MONTH
X

Wall Piper ol Every Description

I Prompt
49

BARNES & RANKIN, Tucumcari,

N. M.

UNDERTAKERS AND EMBALMERS.

J Delivery
49
49
49

Phone
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JONTI2ST NOTICIJ

CATCH ANOTHER RUSTLER.

Local and Personal

('apt. Fred Fornolf of the New Mexico
mounted police was informed by wire of
the arrest of Milton Mason near I'ortales
on the charge of cattle stealing. Mason is
N. C. Howen 18S0. (Junker Maid at the
the third member of a bold gang operating
Pud Phillips has just had his in Kastern New Mexico who has been arK. C.
ar.
rested, and the Hangers have information
If you need screen doors, they are to be new house wired.
had at
J. W. Uurdette, of Raton, was which will lead to the arrest of the others.
Co. tl
The gang makes its headquarters along
M F Lee, of Clarendon, Texas, is build-inin the burtf a day or two.
the New Mexico Texas line.
on his claim cast of town.
A. A. Pall and family were in
Mrs Kpperson, wife of Rev lipperson, town Sunday
Grand Ball.
from lndee.
has been very sick, but is reported better.
II. 1). P.allard, representing the
On Thursday evening May 17th at the
The
Lum1C1
Paso News, was in town yes- 2hy Hall there will be a grand ball.
ber Co. have screen doors to sell Good
IJood music by home talent; order will be

I

I

l

n

ones.

,

terday.

5 tf

Mrs lidna Newell, of Dayton, came in
Tuesday night to visit her parents, Mr and
Mrs IJ F Williams

Abner T. Wilson, manager of
the II O W Ranch, was here
Wednesday.

The Mission Hoard of the Methodist
The Baptist Young
Church, South, are preparing to send
preachers to all the new settlements in going to give a home

People are
talent enter-

observed.
Admission Si. 00 at the door.
ivery body invited.
Prop.
John Rudolph,

THE HIGHLY BRED
STALLION ST. ASAPH.

tainment soon.

New Mexico by next fall.

of Norval, 2:14
W. F. Kelsay was in town mr
The burglar left some money but he
supplies,
from
Lloyd
Valley, the
took all the draught beer in the Legal
St. Asaph is a handsome dark chestnut
f
Tender.
first of the week.
sorrell,
with right hind foot while and
Inspect our line of 5 cent calicos.
The
Andy West, of Quervo, a mer- strip in face, stands 17.1 hands and weighs
M. 13. Goldenberg Co.
tf
The burglar showed good judgment when chant of that place, was a business 1.116 pounds; foaled June aS, 1K07.
Individually he is a horse of grand finish
he took a box of Napoeleon cigars at visitor this week.
and
plenty of substance, with a fine dispothe Legal Tender.
apr-it- f
A. J. Simpson has finished his sition, deep strong shoulders, stout back,
Mrs Hedgpeth, wife of the South Methnew house and had Taylor wire it very strong loins and stilles, strong bone
odist minister, returned Saturday from a
with good feet and legs.
for him this week.
visit to her people in Pecos City, Texas.
His blood lines are of the best, as will
A.
R.
Carter has the smallest be seen by his tabulated pedigree the
Mr Freeman Smith, who was dangerousit weighs one nosl popular and prolific speed producing
ly ill of pneumonia, is up and about his pip; in the country
and a half pounds.
work again.
combination in trotting blood lines, the
kind that get money on the race course and
Screen doors are going to be in demand
M. B. Goldenberg sold four lots the prizes in the show ring.
Get them from
now in a few days.
Wednesday in the Tucumcari That he will beget speed and grand road
tf
Co.
qualities there is no doubt, as he not only
Addition.
Townsite
Mr Harry Brown, the lumberman, has
inherits but possesses these qualities in a
Thurs-nighMiss
Grace Anderson left
t
moved out on his claim, as has also Mrs
marked degree.
Looney and daughter.
for a month's visit among
Fven common mares bred to a horse of
this class cannot fail to produce foals that
Houston Mantooth is farming now and relatives in St. Louis.
says he likes it much better than the
Eugene Gordon, engineer on will find a ready market as carriage horses
as well as
city life of Tucumcari.
horses.
the Southwestern, was a guest at or roadsters
He will make the season to a limited
New screen doors just in at
the Glenrock Tuesday.
tf
number of mares at the barn of J. A.
Co. They are good ones,
The burglar knew a good thing when he
James Wright isbuilding a four- - Street, Tucumcari, New Mexico, at S20.00
foal; money due when mare is
took a quart of Legal Tender Hill and room cottage on his lot in block to insure
parted with or fact ascertained.
f
Hill.
iS. Young is the contractor.
Will not be responsible for accidents or
LumThe
escapes, but best care taken of mares sent
in
Campbell
S.
C.
a
has
put
building
of
offering
a
quantity
ber Co. are
me.
fine new soda fountain.
Thus to For
brick for sale at a reasonable figure, tf
further particulars address,
in
things
do
move
Tucumcari.
15. J. BATES,
Mrs. Marker entertained her primary
Grand-so-

n

apr-sit-

Jackson-Gnlbrait-

h

apr-ait-

pupils with a party at the school house
Saturday afternoon. About thirty little
folks wcro present, and all agreed that
they had the best kind of a time
Harman and wife of Lynchburg,
Va., rame in Thursday night and are the
guests of W. F. Huchanan and family in
Mr. Harman is presiDawson Addition.
dent of the Tucumcari First National Hank
and is otherwise heavily interested in
Mr. and Mrs.
Tucumcari property.
Harman will go with V. A. Jackson to the
Cobra Spring ranch near (Juervo, to spend
Saturday and Sunday. W. H. Fuqua of
Amarillo First National Hank and W. F.
Buchanan of the Tucumcari First National
Mr.
will meet the paity there Sunday.
and Mrs. Harman will continue on to
California from Cuervo and Mr. Fuqua
will return to Amarillo and Messrs Jackson
ind Huchanan will return home to this city.
F.

I

Geo. McCargar

has been

Puerto, New Mexico.

con-

fined to his bed most of the week,
but is reported improving at this

Stomach Trouble.

time

Mrs. Sue Martin, an old and highly respected resident of Faisonia, Miss., was
sick with stomach trouble for more than
six months.
Chamberlain's Stomach and
Bank, has been in town most of the Liver Tablets cured
She says; "I
her.
week.
can now eat anything I want and am the
Airs. S. C. Campbell is out on proudest woman in the world to have
the ranch this week holding it found such a good medicine." For sale by
down. They will go to the ranch all druggists.

II. Chenault, cashier of the
Tucumcari
Trust and Savings
C.

Department of the Interior, United
States Land Office.
Clayton, N. M.,
April 13, lyofi.
A sullicient

ronlest affidavit having been

filed in this office by Kzra l
Moore,
of Moore, New Mexico, contestant, against
Homestead lintry No. 3599, made February 12, iqoj, for SW., Section 2T Township 10 North, Range 30 Fast, by Theodore O. CJill, contestee, in which it is alleged that the said Theodore Q. Gill has
wholly abandoned said tract; that he has
changed his residence therefrom for moru
than six months last past; that said land is
not settled upon and cultivated by said
party as required by law; and that the
said alleged absence from the said land
was not due to his employment in the
Army, Navy or Marine Corps of the United
States as a private soldier, officer, seaman
or marine, during the war with Spain, or
during any other war in which the United
States may be engaged.
Now therefore, said parties are hereby
notified to appear, respond and offer evidence touching said allegation at 10 o'clock
a. m. on June iS, 1906, bef re N. V.
Gallegos, U. S. Court Commissioner, at
his office in Tucumcari, New Mexico, and
that final hearing will be held at 10 o'clock
a. m. on June 25, 190G, before the Register and Receiver at the United Stales
Land office in Clayton, New Mexico.
The said contestant having, in a proper
affidavit, filed April 13, 190ft, set forth facts
which show that after due diligence personal service of this notice can not be
made, it is hereby ordered and directed
that such notice be given by due and

proper publication.
may

5

fit

Kdvvakd W. Fox, Register.

The burglar took a drinK of Cognac
Hrand- y- he smiled and then took another
apr-aiat the Legal Tender.
tf

Our line of Silk Shirtwaist suits at SS to
S:o, "Top of the Town."
The M. 13.
Goldenberg Co.
tf
The M. 13. Goldenberg Co. has just purchased the largest line of dry goods ever
brought to the Tucumcari market.

Wanted

To buy .,ooo head of sheep.
tf.

Inquire at this office.

Not if b.i Rich as Rockefeller.

If you had all the wealth of Rockefeller,
the Standard Oil magnate, you could not
buy a better medicine for bowel complaints
than Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and
The most eminent
Diarrhoea Remedy.
physician cannot prescribe a better preparation for colic and diarrhoea, both for
children and adults. The uniform success
of thisjremedy has shown it tobe superior to
It never fails, and when reall others.
duced with water and sweetened, is pleaslivery fami'v should be supant to take.
plied with it. Sold by all druggists.

soon to reside.
Miss Lea Gentry has gone to
to spend the summer with
hur father, who is manager for
Illfeld's sheep ranches.

Pastura

James Bell of Endee was in the
city Wednesday. The democrats
M. 13. Fowler has secured the out there are talking of Mr. Bell
agency for Pabst beer, which has as nominee for sheriff.
previously been held by Gross,
W. A. McCargar, father of our
Kelly & Co., and will handle the
Geo. McCargar,
business exclusively heie in the fcllowtownsman,
is here from Traverse, Mich., for
future.
a month's visit with his son.
Geo. Schraeder, manager of the
Green C. I go, a prominent (Juay
Kansas City branch ol the Pabst
cattleman, and who is th
County
here
day
Brewing Co., spent the
of the Tucumcari Trust
Wednesday in the interest of that president
Bank, has spent sev
Savings
Ik' left south Thurs- and
company.
days in town.
oral
day night.

'777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777
If you have Patented Lands to sell, or if you wish
to sell your relinquishments, list them with

WILBORN & STREET
want to sell or exchange your horses, mules,
cattle, wagons, buggies, household goods, etc.? Then
list them with us, as we will look after your interests
We will find renters for your vacant houses, if listed
with us. Applications for final proofs for Homesteads made without charge.
LAND LOCATING A SPECIALTY.
Do you

OFFICF

TUCUMCARI, N.

IN NliWS HWLDING.

Wilborii

&

Ntreet.

and us one tsoe.i
stories fioie the tear on his
arc mere doors
to the tup.
of daik wood, opening to little boxes,
much as are the doors to the teleI'rogramu
phone cabinet s elsewhere.
here, however, ale in Fiigllsh, a connon-C- i
cole visitor.
cession to ihe
There are the k.iocks of he slnm
manager. Iiehlnd the scenes befoie the
iidnu of each curtain: there is the
low hiss for silence when some on
looker lets his enthusiasm get the
befti of him: here la the stamping of
feet by all Ihe house when an
is too prolonged. Things are
French th.'otiphoiit here at the opeia

i

i 111

t

Picturesque Section of New Orleans Like a Bit of Old
France Manners and Customs Modeled on Paris

flit? old French quarter nt New Orleans Is
eltv of balconies and gallerh?. Following on, the architecture
af ttio older French tIi it.-- . ih second
story of home and hop pioirudes Juki
a trill, nnd then truni li extends si
bnlco;y of Iron always - and supported by n miles of Iron pillars along
Hit' rirli,
Kuril hnleon vies with its
neighbor In Its ornamental railings,
nnd tlii- scene presented Is picturesque
.
for Its
,
Henctih i hose t j orl icos the
narrow, volddi'd. dlHintegruiiuu.
streichea through iho Quuitier utin.
All Its length there are Utile shops
just tiiich as one looks for in old
Parts.
Heiug French or better. Creolf
a!! the population
nlk In the Htmi.uloss this becomes choked with
wann. and then they take to .'he
sidewalks.
Thf street Is of asphalt.
Mo n.iiddy and dirty. I'ltder the damp
of this
climate,
southern
aspha''
softens readily and thf travel dot
lilt' ipm,
Horn tin- hiuhwax thf life of tin
t:iy French quarter unfolds. Him
fits a venihr of bouquets lido,
the valie.v. violeis. loses. Beyond
a shoo of dominos and mask, ut
'angles an net wo, k fur the carnival
linn1. Thi- shop windows protrude jii-Idl beyond the walls of the
inn, but they are bright and i'
:mil i heir modern
wares cun
siransely with the surroundings
j
Four-storbuildings of honr
lentlfully supplied with windows rh.r
as in the olden tin
air
nnd a' whose sides the hea
m:
shutters hang, fur reasons ionv
tell, seem to constitute Ihe I' n
tjitarter. one one is fully in.
11

hodge-podge-

'

do he takes a large bunch of parsley.
some cabbage and a potato, a tomnio
and a slice of squash and lies these
into a little bunch that Is almost n
t
bouquet. No attempt at the
assortment; a little of this and a little or that, as fancy dictate... such a
one encounters on the other marker.

Fundi

lone on
lett time is fleet

would

market,

I

I

inter-missio-

holts-

-

After the opera. he Creole lakes his
family to ihe cafes.
One passes
through a beer garden we should m
term it. at least, to those who are located far in the ear of ihe dinina-room-

Other Queer Customs.

one

and . a diagnosis of
my case,, had told
me
could not live
was
six weeks.
struck down in tho
street with kidney
trouble, nnd for a
whole year could
not leave tho house.
lost flesh my eyes failed me. I
bloated at times, my back hurt nnd
Buffered a living death. There seemed
no hope until
began uslti,' Doau's
Kidney Pills. Then I began lo improve. The pain left gradually, tho
swellings subsided,
gained appetite
and weight, and to make a long Glory
got well!"
short.
HO cents a box.
Sold by all dealers.
Co., Buffalo, N. Y.

I

fle-cen-

Mie

Tin a

in-.-

liter.--'

I

I
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esieis

ale

I

ostet

side-walk-
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Foster-.Milbur-

Galvecton as a Gateway.
For lie llscal year l'.tuf), which ended
It last,
the ports of the
in June
failed Stales stood in this order in
value of exports: New York, New Or-- i
Mallimore, Host on.
ins. (inhesion,
Philadelphia, Savannah, San Francisco
(Seat lie and
and Pugi't sound
was in the third
i. Calvesion
place. Itui for the calendar year lliufi.
t
which ended on December I'.lst,
on wen( lo the second place, pass-in-Ne.v Orleans, says Leslie's Weekly.
For ihe calendar year l!in," New York's
poits were $".!l.iitiii,iiiNl, Onlvoston'rf
$1
'."'"I. and New Orleans
.duii. For three years the race had
been close between New Orleans and
tlalvesion. Inn now the Texas port lias
uone to the front and is likolv to stay
'lu re. In exports of cotton, cottonseed products, and wheat, (Jalveston
leads New York. New Orleans, and nil
oilier ports of the world. As an
point for corn, live stock, lumber, iron ore and other products, it is
making great sliides forward. As the
ti.insuiississippi region produces sixty
per cent, of the products we export,
and as (Jalveston is ihe only port of
inv consequence bet ween the big river
and the Uoeky mountains, her future
as a urea gateway to the rest of ihe
woi hi is assured.

.

I
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(Jul-ves-

i
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Mania for Oycters.
One thins one cannot fall tu nute
before he has been Ions in the French
quarter and that is ihe fondness fui
oysters. livery where, along the walks
are great hnskes ut ovsters. Nor are
these thrown in a;.v wise, as are the
oysters In the north. Thnt would not
be French fashion. Instead, on the top
of eneh barrel, the shells nre piled hi
a neat pyramid. i:ped with one rent
luscious bivalve.
Down on the French market l his
love for ninety goes lo Interesting extremes.
The
French
is
market
modeled after that of Paris. Then-artwo Ions arcades, roofed over,
'
and their pillars,
surrounded
squnre platforms. On these stands oil
cloth Is tacked and this kept immaculately white. Not ei-he Dutch Ink"
such pains as this with their market
At one cud ihe market, when- the
nerenHes gather while tin- missus
does the Inlying, the!-;- are the coffee
s ands with urns of houvv polished
copper. .Inst beyond, the meat booths
stretch deep into ihe market. Meat in
these muy not rest upon the stands,
clean as they are -- far from li. Iniron skewers are thrum
stead. Iua
in conn less numbers
through the
meat and for an inch or two beyond,
ami u ion these support.-- the mem is
held for that distance above the
bnnrdu.
Nor Is there Ihe attempt at defraud-Inthe customer on the French market. Let l uce. endive and Hie commoner variety is rU. not with the
leaf turned toward the purchaser
just Ihe opposite. ICach bunch of .
luce is placed bend i.own in the basket
thai the stems, of which the Creole
are so fond, may b- esptneit to view.
KidP by side, in concentric
circles,
there are these biPichcs of lettuce, a
striking contrast to the hodge-podgof our own market bushels.
J3?fJt to the soup vegetables" does
tile love of exact nicety extend. When
lt market matt has nothlns ok? i to
A

,

e

DEATH.

Vividly Deccribed By a Citizen of
Sioux Falls, South Dakota.
Andrew Johnson, ill West Twelfth
' Doan s
St Sioux Falls, S. H.. says:
Kidney Pills aavod
my life
My doctor,
m
liotn a careful an- Vf

I

(Special Correspond! nrr.i
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A
milk cart tallies by -- unique
among milk carts of the country. It is
a buggy, pure and simple, but resting
higher from the ground than any hug-we have seen before. Only ihe vehicle is just a hit more dilapidated
than most buggies with which
we
have hitherto been acquainted. In
are two grent copper cans of
milk, strapped tightly to the dashboard. .Milk wagons are everywhere
in the Fiench quarter a feature
of
the place.
.
Vanity is characteristic of the
ami with the men this finds lis
outlet in the barber shops. I'oor old
Quart let- 1. al In stands sadly in need
ol paint, but the barbers are lavish
with pigments. The two poles
the balcony over a harher
shop are painted in the red and while
band work. Not alone that, but the
entire si reel front of the shop is done
in a zigzag pat'ern of these colors.
The harbor pole of ihe North and Uiiki
however. Is conspicuous for its colors.
The chest mil seller is another feature of life In he French quarter. He.
ui'li his singing, siting oven; the
si a wherry vernier, and ihe woman
with ihe comforter nroujid her head,
and the copies of lllliistmtion. and
Figaro for Hale.
t

Cro-de-

i

i

u

i

If absii tii

Mi.

le

liquois

RHEUMAtTSIVI" CURED

Fiati'i

Here. too. gather
wits of the
French quarter.
The.- chat or else
read Ihe- papers, mounted on the san.c
heavy bars that one :inds in Paris
itself.
Younger folks go lo the balls calico halls, dress balls, masques
there
Is always something
doing In the
French quarter aHer midnight.
et on the Piirface. the section
And
Is quiei. The narrow streets are dark
and still, nnd Ihe nre lights' rays penetrate Inn I'echlv. Now and then some
("eature of ihe
Hits by
the hawk in stuilthv pursuit. Hut the
Creoles are not' of ibis: hoy resent it.
'it is the foreign invasion." ihey
say. "of our Latin (iiat ier."
i h-

-

The Disease Yielded Readily to Dr.
Williams' Pink Pills After Other
Treatment Failed.
Dr. Williams' Pink Pills cure rheumatism because they supply tho necessary
elements lo thu vitiated blood and enable nature to cast out tho impurities
nnd effect ti cure. Mrs. A. linker, of No.
Alii Fitch street, Syracuse, N. Y., will
furnish living evidence of tho truth of
this statement.
There has been rheumatism in my family cvci'sinco 1 can remember," she says.
My grundmother
was u 'jrcut sutl'erer from muscular
rheumatism and my mother also had thu
disease in n mild form. About u vear
ago I had u hard cold and rlieuiiiiiiisiii
caught me in my left k
There were
sharp pains, confined to the neighborhood
The Color Cure.
of the knee and they seemed lo go
A new nnd picturesque
right into t he bone. The' pain I suffered
consumption
wns
and I also had cli.v spell
uitenso
cure is foreshadowed.
It Is a treat"The doctors called inv'tronblo
ment based upon Ihe color of the
uriaticand sciatic
,
When
clothing
worn
stilferers
from J didn't, get better rheumatism.
under their treatphthisis.
The results arrived nl by ment my brother-in-lasuggested that I
Mr. .Mnngat. who has sludged tile questry Dr. Williams' Pink Pills. 1 bought,
tion of clothing to be worn by conthree boxes, and, by die time I had
sumptives. Is the subject of an article taken them, the pain and dizzincs hud
J
in the Practitioner, which stales that entirely left me.
wanted to make
sure of a cure so I bought three more
light lias a favorable elfeel on suiter-erboxes, hut I didn't take quite all of them
fioni phthisis, probably due to the iifi
found bat was entiiolv
bactericidal action of the rays.
Dr.
" I'.efore I took the pills thecured.
pain was
Manual therefore infers that the clothso
had to cry ur limes and
ing of consumptives should be of such
Win n I was cured i was so
thankful
and
gratelul and am glad to recommend
nature as to allow the light to
the body with the leasl amount or in. them to every one who sutlers with
teiference. "The effect of light on the rheumatism "
Di Williams' Pink-- Pills
have cured
skin is Infinitesimal.
a
West Fnd
cases of umcmm.M'ini ten, nervous-ue-s- ,
phvslelan declared in discussing the
partial
paralysis,
locomotor
ntaxin
question. "If in tnis couniry
one mid
,,,
nits' dunce ,hi,t jmv
wears whit linen Hollies sulllclenlly
'iided to nther mode of ireatiiient.
thick to keep himself warm his body
All druggists sell )r Williams'
Pink
1 Ills or
Ihey will be sent bv t.u.il. post,
iniiB be In complete darkness, therefore I do not think ll likely we shall paid, on receipt u prj,.,-,.,.,.,'
,,,.
.
box. MX boxe
,
r
n ciouting
by the Dr.
UUO
on in
"""'"'"
Medicine
(Jo..
Hchuucctadv, N y
j ntXtJlWlti.
demi-mond-

I

s

I

I
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The Old French Theaters.
Three times a week the Creole
l urn out for French
opera at the old
French opcrn house. To one who has
not visited France, the building Is n
curiosity. One passes up the stairs
from the
to enter, no' the lobby, but the olllce of the "Dlreoleur." lo
right and Iftft of which the stairs lead
up ui nnors nnove.
unc tloeij
not
.
..1 nf l.l,.,...
n u miii'uiij huh KUIIcrj UUrO, I'm
et
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Peggram will plant fifteen acres in Kaffir

t

Cashier.

corn.

it
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I
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Business Transacted.
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building a dugout on liis

One of Tbcm Dao.d a.rd the Other
Morttvlly Wounded,

one

The killing of Prof. IT. Francis Dull in
getting a pistol duel at Deming last Saturday afternoon by Prof. W. II. Dickey is deeply
John Hriscoo is anion?; the sick of the mourned by all educators all over New
Mexico.
The true cause of the enmity of
community this week.
New Mexico educators
the
two
southern
Wilgirl
of
and
Sid
Mr.
Mrs.
The baby
will probably never be known unless
iams is said to be very sick.
Dickey, wjio was also shot, survives his
Clint Moore has lost his plow team and
It is
wound and tells the facts himself.
is away looking for them.
thought that the two men, Duff being
is
selling Kallir superietendenl of schools of Luna county,
Uncle Dick Stephens
corn this week at Si 2 a ton.
and Dickey superintendent of Deming
Aclot, of Oklahoma, arrived here Wed public schools, were avowed enemies over
nesday night and located.
certain school matters, while it is intimatNewby has a new
planter and ed that the two men had a growing dislike
for each other on account of a certain
s doing farming wori in a hurry.
Giles failed to get water in his well at a school teacher. In any event, Duff is dead
and Dickey is in a precarious condition
depth of Go feet and has abandoned it.
from a wound in the side, the ball strikPink Randall and wife and W. Capps
ing a rib, thus saving him from sudden
were visitors at the Hriscoe home Sunday.
They engaged in a bitter quardeath.
John Morton despaired of the farm and rel several months ago, but friends
a bachelor's life and has gone back 10 the
and the duel was supposed to have
Hell Hanch.
been closed. A few days ago, it is alleged
Ed Hradley has given up the idea of Duff sent word to Dickey that he would
building a rock house, and instead has con- kill him on sight, and when Duff attempted
structed a half framed adobe building.
to put into execution his threat, Dickey
L. J. Hriscoe has gone to the plains for was prepared.
a bunch of steers, and his wife will visit
Lloyd Valley Items.
her mother, Mrs. Randall, in his absence.
has been selling a quanti Correspondence.
John
ty of Kaffir corn to the plow people. There
W. K. Kelsay is planting corn.
is a good market for feed stuff here lately.
Mr. Farrow visited Mrs. Erwin WedMiss Ida Elliott and Walter Elliott were
nesday.
guests of the Creswells Sunday, and Mr.
W. T. Wilson has built a new room to
and Mrs. Cius Buyers were guests of the
Tom Morton is fencing his land,
ready to farm.
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I General Banking

is

claim.

The First National Bank
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Davis
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two-ro-

LIVERY

AND
STREET

SALE
&

STABLE.

inter-ferre-

BAKER

Good Rigs and Good Horses

JSC

Teams and drivers to all points in the country,
furnished on short notice.
HAY AND GRAIN.

Main St.

Phone 42.

his house.

Giles family.

I

The Tucumcari Pharmacy

t

J

minis.

I

is an Experienced
Pharmacist. Tins is in fact
the peopl lus Drug Store. Pure Wines and Liquors for Medi- cal use Only.

Dr. Tom linson

j

Aviso.

Esta es la casa dondc Coniprar las Medicinal.

I

Your Trade Solicited.

:

1906

Season

1905
Butters

In

Membership

Card

Mr. Curtis Kelsay has had the grip for
George Davis and wife have gone to
quite awhile.
Dickens, Texas, after their widowed daugh
Wanted, by Wesley Phoenix, a mother-in-later, who will return to reside with them in
Quay county.
Uncle Dick Stephens says that Quay
Prospectors arc still visiting this part of
rocently had a heavy rain and considerable the country.
There was also a heavy hail fall at
hail.
Rev. Whittington has been very sick,
Mr. Giles on the 20th.
but is up again.
A school meeting
was called Saturday
Mr. D. Woodward is building a dugout
and Messers Mughes, I'eggram and Capps on his homestead.
were elected trustees to serve until the
W. W. Lloyd took dinner with W. F.
regular school electiou, when the people Kelsay last Sunday.
will elect trustees for the regular terms of
J. E. Erwin has planted his beans and
office.
is now plowing his feed crop.
The grass is looking line about Dodson
Mr- - Phoenix
is talking about building
and corn and oats are up and growing
himself a house, as he don't like his dugnicely. These conditions make the farmer
out.
look pleasant, which you know is a difficult
Some of our good people have cabbage
matter for a large percentage of humanity
and tomato plants largo enough to set
to do.
out.
We have another settler located north of
J. E. Erwin is not a first class clerk, alHe had to go into the can
L. J. Briscoe.
yon to find a claim, all the good lands out though he is selling quite a lot of dry goods
on the level being already filed on.
This and groceries.
Mr. Walter Farrow and sisters attended
the dance at the home of Mr. Mill SaturWhile in the vicinity of Moore the other day, and they report a nice time.
Mr. Poston keeps three teams at work
day we noticed a pair of geese which we
Guess he
were told were dry land fowls; that is, it in the field nearly all the time.
is not necessary to have water for them to will show New Mexico pcnole how to farm.
swim in. They are Tulouse geese and are
Two of the young men ot neighborhood
a very fine heavy bodied fowl.
The new entertained Mr. Kelsay 's folks the other
comers seem to be the progressive sort and night; they sang two parts: one sang terare going to accomplish something in the rible and the other sang horrible.
way of home building. They are bringing
Mr. O. M. Connelly and wife were visgood stock with them and in many cases itors
at Mr. Kelsay's last Tuesday.
They
their own seed stuff.
, were on their way to Tucumcari
to meet
Old Settler.
Mr. Connelly's sister, who is coming to
Yeevrs Torture. make them a vistit.
Twenty
Sciatica. Cured After
Mr. Whittington has some milo maize,
For more than twenty years, Mr. J. H.
He has been offered
Massey, of 3.V2 Clinton St., Minneapolis, a id Kaffir corn up.
Minn., was tortured by sciatica. The pain one thousand dollars for his place, but he
and suffering which he endured during is so well pleased with the country that ho
would not even think of accepting it.
this time is beyond comprehension. Nothlocality is all filed on except
part of it.

Transferable
Jinn person mid in a this card man wit haul douhl or hesita
tion butt into the Lobby Saloon and sample oar fine line of
INncs, Liquors and Cigars.

HENRY & CO., Tucumcari, N.M.
ht

annum

am

inn

This is S.

C.

Pandolfo's

lie is identified with the town

in many

ways,

Give Him Your Insurance,
Because He Has the Best.

j

d

the rough

Plow Hoy.
ing gave him any permanent relief until
he used Chamberlain's Pain JJalm.
One
Sore Nipples.
application of this liniment relieved the
A cure may be effected
by applying
pain and made sleep and rest possible, and
less than one bottle has effected a perma- Chamberlain's Salve as soon as tho child
If troubled with sciatica or is done nursing.
Wipe it off with a soft
nent cure
rheumatism why not try a 25 cent bottle cloth before allowing the child to nurse.
of Pain Halm and see for yourself how Many trained nurses use this salvo with
quickly it relies the pain.
Price 25 cents per box,
For sale by all the best results.
druggists.
Sold by all druggists.

a
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NEW MEXICO.

Tho Duke nf A t hoi says the report
of his engagement to an American
lady is "a pure Me." This seems to
be something new in the lie line.
Dictionary .spellings may he "reformed," but tlie prospects are that
tho spelling practices of the people as
n whole will remain unregenernte.
How much pleasnnter it is to talk
about the great work we intern! to do
than to buckle down and do it. After
nil, talking is a fascinating pastime.
It also may be observed that when
the unfortunate millionaire wishes to
regain his health he lives as nearly sis
he can like the poorest of his fellows.
A Chicago

woman chose a cell in
polico station rather than go with
We will have to susher husband.
pend judgment until we see the husband.
n

MILLIONS LIVE

STOJVE

one-eight-

THE

He

well.

estimates that there are

paupers in the country,
four
L'.iioii.oOO men are unemployed
to sl.v months everv .enr and ennnot
get
work: over l.Tnd.nijii children
must work to help support the family,
and about .".onn.iion women must
work, of whom L'.nun one art? employed
of New
in factories.
ork's people get rome kind of public
or private relief every year, and yet
it is often impossible to get domestics for love 01 money.
1,(1(111.0(10

0er

)

EFFIGIES OF 'RUSSIA
possible conclusion that hero we have
to seek for the explanation and reason
for the vast, number of largo stone
of women.
The men fearing most likely that
when ill they would lie badly nursed
probably
or wholly left to perish,
ninMc this custom, namely, of killing
the wives nt the death of the husband,
so as to secure good nursing in ca.se
of sickness and also to prevent illness ending so often fatally. This custom would lints represent to the men
a primitive sort of life insurance.
After the advent of Christianity the
priests would naturally endeavor to
dn away with 'his barbaric custom
and at he same time persuade the
in'ii to 'real their wives better ruid
the wives to care better for their husbands and that it was considered to
lie sufficient that the wife instead of
her mortal body should substitute her
stone figure. Also It appears probable
that the priests consecrated the sculptured figures and sold them.

l

War Minister Etienne of
nnswer to an inquiry from
states officially that France
for 3,000,000 soldio.s. and
that she bus also soldiers
shoes.

CRUMBO
RECOMMENDS

EX-MAY-

PE-KU--

tiou to the new idea thut our national
of ub
dietary Is too big
never get enough. The racial deterl- degeneration
oration and Individual
which must result in such
of growth of children is a matter for
in the next place,
serious thought,
when any of the pror people become
ill. the burden of work falls on the
doctor, who. more than any other person in the world, is expected to give
assistance without money and without price.
Hunter makes a great distinction
between these poor and the paupers,
who expect and depend upon more or
less assistance even when they are

Poverty anil pauperism have been
studied by a host of sociologists and
there is an immense literature upon
The most recent book,
:he subject.
iiid. In many respects, the most noteworthy, is the one written by Robert
Hunter, who for many ears has been
i
practical worker among the submerged tenth, says American MagaHe defines poverty as the con-li- t
zine.
ion in which it is not possible to
jbtaln those necessaries which will
lermit the maintenance of a state or
;liysical elllcleiuy.
He also makes the astounding statement that there are 10.0ii0.nnii people
in poverty In the United States alone
one In every eight. Charles Booth
calculates that .'!) per cent of Lon
don's population, or l.Jtnit.iimi people,
are in poverty, and that the rate in
smaller towns is nearly the same
('Life and Labor In London"), so that
the phenomenon is apparently univer
the
sal, the lower the civilization
greater the percentage of the poor.
For manv reasons the whole matter
is of vital interest to the medical proIn the first place, such a
fession.
condition of affairs is a serious objee- -

It cost about $17,000 to run the town
Newbury, Mass., last year, and
tltere were seventeen births in town.
We presume that this is merely a
In the middle and the south of Ruscoincidence.
sia there are generally to be found
standing in each of the large musePresident Fallieres wears a ready-madmany villages and
tie. thus showing tho French ums and in fact in
s
people that he has no thought of dis- public gardens rough hewn stone
representing almost exclusively
turbing the homely republican Ideas
female forms, says a writer in Recof Father Loubot.
ords of the Past. In most cases the
In Finland "law and liberty of the upper part of the body is bare and
press" is officially called Tryckfrihet-slag- . nearly always in the hands, which are
It is a pretty big name for a held below the stomach, there is a
thing that i.ppenrs to cut a very little casket.
small figure over there.
Of the origin and makers nothing is
known and their meaning lias never
A New Jersey man has succeeded in been definitely ascertained. To judge
having his liens lay eggs with bundles. by their appearance they cannot in
Eggsactly what benefit Is to accrue is any case, be older than l.noo ears.
not known, unless it Is to give the
As it is proved that polygamy was
cold storage man a better grip.
customary even after the advent ;:'
Christianity and according to a conTho gambling institution at Monte scientious historian the custom exist-i'tCarlo cleaned up $f,t;oo.(i.)) last year.
that the wives at the death of
Incidentally It cleaned out several en- their husbands
were burled
vlth
thusiastic persons who went there them (if dead or living is not known)
with "syBtems" guaranteed to break so we come to tho only natural and
it.
of
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VAyS OF CANDLES

France In
a deputy
lias shoes
In tlip.se days of electric lights, with
intimates. ill their capabilities for brilliant tlfor the iiminalLm. it is amusing to read wrnt
lie subjects of George II. considered
effect. A Frenchman vei dazzling
A Colorado shoemaker declares that iling in London at the time of the
man has two bodies, one that can be joronatlon of that monarch In 177,
seen and one that Is Invisible. If this writes enthusiastically In praise o'
Is tho case, the body that can't lie
he lighting of the city, as well as o.1
seen ought to come in handy when i banquet display.
the bill collectors call.
"Most of the streets." writes Moi
wonderfully wr.i;
Oon. Linevitch
must have be?n iieur Saussure. "are
of each house hang
greatly disappointed if lie expected lighted. Inorfront
large globe or glass, i ;
lantern,
the czar to jump up and slap him on iside
of which is placed a lamp, which
the shoulder when he came in nnd :mrns all night.
Large houses hav
exclaimed enthusiastically:
"Hello,
wo of these, suspended outside th!
l..lnnv. old man! And how's tho
Home cwn
loors by iron supports.
army?"
have four."
How ono arc light would have da7
f
President Castro might save
much trouble and expense by in- '.led the good people of that day!
viting an expert from this country to
visit him, examine conditions, and report ns to the feasibility of Venezuela's attempting at tills time to test
Several years ago the Rev. Ashbe!
the Monroe doctrine.
Chapman of Springfield. Mass.. in
At a dinner in Mlddletown, N. Y., stituted a series of reform measure.
they had prayers with the coffee. In- ignlpst the local organization analog
stead of speeches. Humph! Nothing ins to Tammany. He began his bona
campaign by sending to the
new In that. You could hear plenty
on which were
of prayers at any public dinner if the if t tic; district a card
written the number and chapter of a
petitioners only spoke out. plain
prayers that some of the speakers verse in the Bible. When the bos
nnd bis associates looked up the text
would cut it short.
they found it to be a
evildoers. The minThe figures show that eighl times threat against
by the
ns many persons were killed by run- ister had hoped to awe them
away horses last year as were killed use of scripture.
objectionable
Ono of the mo't
Something will have
by automobiles.
a place know:)
city
was
the
in
places
possible,
if
to
done,
make the
to be
Firs" was the
horses also less deadly anil terrible. as "The Firs." "The gang,
and tho
headquarters of the
slergymnn preached against tho place

i

-
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"When the coronation procession
entered Westminster Hall," the writer
continues, "the light of day was beginning to fade. Forty chandeliers, in
shape like a crown, hung from the
wax
ceiliiiii. each having thirty-sicandles.
"On the king's appearance all suddenly lighted, and every one in the
room was filled with astonishment at
the wonderful nnd unexpected illumination.
Little cords of cotton wool,
imperceptible
to the eye, saturated
with sulphur of saltpeter, spirits of
wine and other ingredients, had been
prepared and arranged so as to carry
the flame rapidly from one candle to
ami' her. The arrangement had been
skilfully prepared that scarcely a
cap :!e tailed to take fire." Youth's
Companion.

TEXT

poll-Mea- l

i

WITH TEXT

fo' two months

preceding
election
Tl.e evildoers, however, not only re
fii'.ied to tremble, but they won tho
elc-e-

Ion.
tfomo months

afterward, when all
was going at the lively pace of old,
the reverend gentleman received a
postal card which read thus:
"Hear Sir We respectfully
refer
yon to the It li chapter or Isaiah, Sth
verse.
THE FIRS."
The "devil was quoting urripture,"
and the minister was curious. Upon
looking up the text, he was amazed to
rend tho following:
the
rejoice at thee,
and tho cedars of Lobanon. saying,
P.lnco thou art laid down no feller ia
come uy against us."
1
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"My Endorsement of
is Based On Its Merits."

Pe-ru--

Ed. Crumbo.

J

of New
17M). CRUMBO,
Intl., writes from fill E.
dale street:
"My endorsement of Peruna is
based on its merits.
" If a man is sick he looks anxiously
for something which will cure him,
and Peruna will do the work.
"I know that it will cure catarrh of
the head or stomach, indigestion, headache and any weary or sick feeling.
44
It is bound to help anyone, if used
according to directions.
' I also know dozens of men vho
speak in the higiic.it terms of i'erunii
and have yet to hear of anyone
in

it."

Mr. Crumbo, in a. later letter, dated
Aug. 'I't. BUM, says:
.My health is' yood, at present, lmtif
I should have to take any more medicine I will fall back on Peruna."
Von can always get a lawyer to take
your part for pay. But watch out that
he doesn't get your all.

Beware

of

Ointments for Catarrh

that Contain Mercury,

ileitroy Mm n'wo uf smell
in mercury will
n livn
unil completely
iterative. I In- - wliolti xynli-ientering ll tlirntiKli (tic in ii i u Mir luce. Such
tittle, e hli.uilcl nccr liu
except mi lireM'rlp-tli'Mtroin reputable pliy. Irian-- , in tin datiune iliey
ill il'i H ten fold l.j the kiiiiiI HI cull pomllily derive fr.iin t licm. IIiiII'h ( ularrli Cure. tiiHiitiluciiireil
liy I'.. I. I lient-.. cotitiiln no
i Co., Tnlcilu,
It tuk en Internally, iictlnc tllrectly upon
the hluoil mill iiiucniia unfacei of the. ylcin, In
liuylnu Itir ''Ktitrrh Cure lie nuru you t l ho
pMiulne. Il b taken line tuiilly ami mutln In Tolvilu,
Ohio, hy I". ,1. Cheney A ( o. Tc MttunululH free.
Sulil liv
Trice. 7.1e. per liottle.
Tnkc llull'n Kainlly I'lll-- t fur ciuiMlpudon.

"Why Is a mouse like a bale of alfalfa'.' "(live it up." "Because the
cat'll eat it."
a Pinch, Use ALLEN'S FOOT-EASA powder, it cures painful, smart-

In

ing, nervous feet
It's the greatest
the age. Makes
certain euro for
by all druggists,
FREE.
Address
Ho;

,

N. Y.

nnd ingrowing nails.
comfort discovery of
new shoes easy. A
sweating
Sold
25e. Trial package,
A. S. Olmsted, Le

"There, now," said Mrs. Henpeck,
concluding her curtain lecture, "n
word to the wise is sulllclent." "Yes,"
replied her husband, "a word In edgewise is .sufficient."
Good Health
How to get it. How to maintain it.
Take nature's medicine, Oarfleld Ten,
It is made of herbs.
Hie mild laxative.
It purifies the liliml and establishes a
normal action of liver, kidneys, stomach and bowels.
I

always get full value in Lewis'
Binder straight fie cigar. Your
dealer or Lewis' Faotorj, Peoria, ill.
There was .f young lady at Bingham
who knew many songs, and could sing
'em; but she couldn't mend hose, anil
she wouldn't wash clothes, or help her
old mother wring 'etn.

Yen
Single

c

that

I

do not countenance

tine and loft the polls. Vote after
croBS over
showed tho
Dan nodded his head, as a broad, the Clay ticket, and the outlook was
sarcastic smile played about his large, ominous for Sullivan. Dan was nervd
mouth.
ous, and In an undertone admonished
"Well ah would ah
ahem,
tho Inspectors to drag tho count out.
secure the ward, Mr. Crlmmlns?" Cloy stayed in the Fifth with Dan
By ARTHUR HENDRICK VANDENBERG
Sullivnn nervously opened and shut and tho Inspectors till midnight, when
tho wallet, playing with the visible, he seemed to have a majority of 100,
ends of the bank notes. Crlmmlns with
of the vote countod.
lCoiyilt;ht, JW, by Jmtuh II, lluwlea)
slowly blow a groat ring of smoke Into
"Well, I guess I've got tho job," ho
the air.
shouted at Dan as he left the polls.
There comes n time In tho career
"My
Sullivan," he snld,
Ho
Dan
was unusually
sober.
of every autocrat when his povn leaning dear Mayor
wanes and his supremacy crumbles in directly over on his desk and talking chewed the ends of his mustache In a
Into the face of his aspiring deeply meditative mood as the Inspecdefeat. Tho career of Dan Crlmrnins. caller, "you can't he
elected In this
off tho votes ngaln3t his
Boss, was no exception.
city without a good, clean majority In tors called
was furious.
He
Sullivan
Tho politicians said that Dan car- every precinct In tho Fifth ward. man.
paced up and down In front of thn
ried the Fifth ward In his vest poclut. Isn't that a fact?" Sullivan nervousThe politicians said that Dan aski d ly heat tho Angers of his right hand temporary wooden railing like a caged
nn exorbitant price for the Fifth ward, against the knuckles of his left. "Tho anlmnl.
"If I lose this ward I'm a goner,
'.nit they were always on the anxious people know you bought the
upper
soat until "arrangements
chamber and railroaded through the sure," ho cried. "What d'you s'posc I
wore
completed" for Dan's Influence.
They know you arc, paid you $0,000 for! Jest to sprinkle
Many a water franchise.
I ain't
time tho knowing ones had tned to right now, on the pay rolls of throo 'round 'mong your friends?
win in the Fifth wlthov.t the Boss. big corporations doing business with dcalin' In any such business."
At the Inspector's table, where ho
Their measures proved to engender the city. And, furthermore, I know
a strango
and fatal unpopularity it. And, better still, you know It. was nsslstlng in the canvass, young
among tho people.
Now, if I am to swallow
all this Dnn raised his head in surprlso at
The politicians were sure to carry I've got to make peace with my con- the mention of tho price which Sullitho city If Dan was with them, be- science, and It can't bo done for any van had so openly suggested in concause Dan swung tho Fifth ward, and $3,000. I've got too good a conscience. nection with his father.
He threw down the stubby pencil
tho Fifth decided the result.
They Hut business is business. Those four
were equally sure to lose if Dan was precincts in the Fifth ward nro worth with which he was registering the
tally, and. thrusting his hand3 deep
$1,500 npiece, and my personal serv
against them.
The politicians said Dan was dis- Ices In the present Instance Inventory In his trousers' pocket, he strode over
honest.
"I'm straight as a string," at $1,500 more. The mayor's salary to Sullivan.
worth just $2,000 a year to you,
"If you've got any more to say
answered
the Boss.
"When I'm is
my dear Mr. Sullivan.
The mayor's about that $0,000." he said, slowly,
bought, I stay bought.
Honesty is
more, thanks to throwing the words squarely Into tho
the best policy sometimes.
It's job is worth $50,000
face of the nominee, "just come outmore satisfactory to beat a man at his your very judicious business manageown game, and In politics that don't ment. The price of the Fifth ward Is side and say 'em to me. I ain't used
Mr. Sullivan.
It's cheap to you to hearln' th" governor mentioned In
mean honesty.
never dickered with $0,000,
figure."
double
at
any such language, an' I don't prothat
I
tally
Inyet,
never
the
sheets
and
was about to demur, and pose to start any innovations
Sullivan
this
to
I
tend
not while
live to look my was putting his wallet back In his campaign."
son in the face."
pocket.
At midnight the count was finished.
Dan met his Waterloo in the
"As a matter of fact." Dan careless- The Fifth had turned a small majority
mayoralty contest. Sullivan ly suggested. "I presume that tho for Clay. Tho Inspectors drew back
was notoriously crooked. Clay was as ward Is moro valuable to Clay than
from tho long tables In evident renotoriously straight.
had It Is to you. anyway, and I guess "
Sullivan
lief as tho tally sheets were signed.
I
served one term as mayor, and had
should Dan took a long preliminary whirl
"Oh tho price present.
narrowly escaped Indict --.lent y the say is quite satisfactory,"
Sulllvnn with the pen as ho started to sign
grand jury on charges of bribery and hastened to Interpose. "And as to the report which officially turned the
conspiracy growing out of a water terms?"
ward against him for tho first time,
Now he was out for anFcandal.
"Cash in advance. It'll cost me Just and Irretrievably ended his regime as
other term, "for vindication," as he as much if we lose tho ward as If wo Bo3s. The thought occurred to him
called It. Clay was a fusion candi- carry It. because I'll do my best any- of tho ease with which tho result
date, and carried several vards solid- way. Cash in advance, my dear Mr. might bo changed
and tho many
ly at his back.
Sullivan."
times tt had been accomplished.
Dan acted with unusual cpro in takTho nominee weighed his wallet In Then ho caught young Dan's eye, and,
ing sides In the contest, because his his right hand and went through a quickly dipping tho pen in the spaThen ho re- cious ink well, scrawled off his namo
boh had returned nnd was associated mental calculation.
with him. The politician's namesake turned the roll of bills to his pocket at. the foot of tho register.
was his only son, and 'he boy was and. reaching for a pen, drew a check
Just as tho lights were boing turned
the prido of his father's heart. Dan with a flourish.
out Sullivan rushed Into tho place.
In
was
candidate,
of
opposing
every
Clay,
cunt
the
would have bartered
"I need just three votes," he cried, In
his somewhat shady gains before he tho office within 21 hours. Ho found frenzied excitement. "Cinch, ain't It?
subbroaching
tho
would have allowed the boy to tathom some difficulty In
We kin fix that without stretchln' our
the Inside story of his political career. ject of his visit, and nervously pol- consciences more'n wo kin sleep off
upon
Inscrutable destiny made him give i.p ished tho nap of his silk hat
over night. All th wards aro In but
his supremacy in the Fiftd ward to tho sleeve of his coat as ho waited this un, an' I ran all th' wny from
maintain tho respect of hh namesake. for Dan to receive him.
th city hall to hit off th' tip to you.
He went away somewhat dazed. Ho I know you was bound to win that
Some one asked htm whether the
that $G,000 somehow or other, nnd I didn't
advisors
boy Inherited his father's political told his incredulous
Crlmmlns had been deeply shocked at want It doctored any more'n necesgenius.
"Dan's never going to put is fin- the suggestion of money, and that he sary. Been bad, wouldn't It, for you
ger In th' game, gentlemen," replied thought ho might have secured his to have been turned down? All that'a
the Boss, earnestly. "He's too honest. support If he had not tacked on the required Is a few scratches of th' pen.
consideration.
Not even as many as It took last
I can't even control his vote myself. substantial
Then began the battle royal. Sulli- time." Thus he rambled on as he
No, slree, the boy's going to grow up
van wns completely lost sight of. Tho took out his knife to reopen the ballot
m another ward besides tho Fifth."
the question renlly at stake was simply box.
Sullivan called on Crlmmlns
Crlmmlns
"Well, I did my best by you, Mr.
day nfter he landed the nomination. the problem of whether
went In Sullivan," said Dan.
Clay
"Course I'm
ward.
Fifth
the
owned
time
little
business,
on
and
He came
Dan with an open and avowed determina- sorry wo had to lose, but wo can conwas wasted over preliminaries.
for all.
that wo ran a square
knew Sulllvnn would be sorely pressed tion to clean up Dan once and career sole ourselves
deal for once. But me and my son
first time In his
without tho Fifth, so tho price was up. And for the
nervous.
can't help you any further
"My dear alderman," said the nom- Dan was actually
Sulllvnn looked dazed as Crimmlns
For n week before election day tho
inee, with a groat affectation of digni
started for the door without offering
ty, "now doubtless you know mnt i Fifth ward enjoyed one prolonged
celebrated, while to break tho official seal.
have been renominated for mayor on holiday. Everybody were footing the
"There's somethln' on th' table for
the strength of my recent very able Clay and Crlmmlns
a promium. ana you," Dan called back to tho nominee,
administration and that I am going bills. Votes woreIt.at
pointing to tho practically deserted
beforo tho people to ask for another tho voters knew
upon which fluttered a lone slip
Then came tho finish. As chairman table,
ah ahem, want
I ah shall
term.
ror o,um
Dan had or paper, n was uio chi-umy good Fifth ward friends to be with nf tho ward committee.
and.
Inspectors
election
the
as
ah
named
nnd
Crimmlns,
Mr.
again,
mo
What the Hair Tells.
ho
custom,
a token of my ah esteem yes, contrnry to his usual
One's hplr, If never cut, would furof the list.
head
nt
the
course,
himself
I
placed
of
am
e
It
teem
let us call
inside," ho nish a record of his health during llfo
ready and anxious to do anything that "It's best to bo on tho
This is the Interesting discovery ol
tho
questioned
Sullivan
walwhen
said,
black
long
a
Is right." He. took
Matsura, a Japaneso physiologist, who
tell
nptlnn.
"Can't
lit
nt
tapped
gently
let from hh pocket nnd
the finger- 'bout shows that tho hair-l- ike
may
need
you
many
votes
how
tho palm of his hand.
crows smaller in disease aim
n
lo
4,.
nails
mm
Bn
"Well?" returned Dan, gazing a the
"bo to(lioU9 that tho duration of tho malady may
nt
Tl
patterns in the wall paper with a
JJ"'8C"
moth one, ho estimated from the length of thf
'eco"
bored and uninterested expression.
mil nan
should you say-- an
"Tn0 by one the riatlons aro most striking in tle

The Politician's
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11USSIA IS A IUVAL.
COMPETITOR

INDIA
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OF AMERICA.
OIL FIELDS.

IN

Ailvantngo Lies with Our Producers
in Advanced Methods of
finement, Transportation, Etc.

Re-

The Illuminating oil trade of British
India is at present almost exclusively
controlled by Russia. Of the 22,5tiO,ouiJ
gallons of kerosene oil imported into
Bombay during the fiscal year
tho czar's empire was credited with
more than 17,0iH),iinn gallons, valued at
nearly ?2,oim,oii(). This oil. however, is
not tho highest quality of illuminating
llu Id, states tho New
York
Tribune.
Russia has never been able to moot tho
Fnltod States In competition for tho
higher grades of oil, but for some years
she has practtvally controlled the ni'ir-kc- t
of British Indian in low grade and
low priced oils.
For these oils, however, other competitors have appeared In the market,
which threaten to talco away ultimately her present supremacy.
Dutch Borneo has within tho last three years increased the volume of her export ol
kerosene to Bombay from 5i;0,0UU to
gallons.
The American producers ol korosenu
have lately been devoting considers! b'u
intention to the importation of Russian
oil into Bombay. It Is believed that
with advanced methods of refinement,
system of bulk transportation and Immense installations tho United State:;
will be able to meet successfully the
competition, not only of Russia, but u'
Borneo and Burma, in the kerosene
markets of India.
The Russian oil sent to India Is produce!! near Baku, on the western shore
of the Caspian sesi. From there it Is
some
carried across
500 miles, to tho port of Baton m, on
tho Black Sea, on tank csirs, holding
ten tons each, llko thoso which wnri
used In tho Pennsylvania oil fields over
I!0 yours
ago. The cost of railway
freight Is $0.50 a ton.
At Batoum tho oil Is loaded on oil
steamers, which transport it across tho
Black sea, through the Bosporus and
Dardanelles, down the Aegean sesi,
across the Medlterrsinesiu, through tho
Suez canal, through tho Red sea and
tho Arabian sea to Bombay, tho distance traversed being some 0,000 miles,
although Bombay is only about 2,00
m!Jes in a straight lino from Baku, tho
point of departure.
It Is thought by tho producers of tho
United States that in their facllitle;!
for transportation they have an advantage which will enable them easily
to wrest from Russia tho predominance
which she has held in the oil trade ot
British India. Russia, herself, however, is doing a good deal to lessen thn
costs of transportation, and this must
be taken into account in forming plana
of action in the contest.
A pipe line to unite tho wells at
Baku with tho port of Batoum has
been completed, and this cannot fail to
have an important and far reaching
effect on the Russian oil industry. The
length of tho lint' ts 570 nillos. It
crosses tho watershed of tho province,
and will carry crude oil from Baku tc
bo distilled and shipped at Batoum.
The total capacity of tho tanks and
plpen of tho lino Is, roughly speaking,
112,507 tons. Tho saving in freight by
the pipo line Is estimated to bo equal
of tho old car freight,
to
which will prove an Important fswjor
in tho competition to hold tho oil markets of British India.
Tho increase of exports is estimated
to amount to more than 500,000 tons a
year, and it is calculated that us thu
result of the construction of tho new
pipo lino a 'ossoning of the cost of oil
lo the consumer can be made of about
two cents si gallon.
Tho American
producers must be able to meet thin
reduction, and, possibly, Increase It, 12
It Is to necuro the rlgch field now boiuy
worked by Runuta,
11)04-0-

Trans-Caucasi-

one-ha-
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H. M. SMITH SOLD 80 ACRES

PHELP-DODG-

MEN

E

HOLD CONFERENCE
Reed Purchase
(his Tract Joining (he Townsite,

General Managur Walter Douglas, of the
properties, is on his 'way to

W. A. JAcksonnndJospch

l'helps-Dodg-

Jackson
yesterday morning that he and Joseph
Heed had purchased from II. M. Smith Ho
acres of land joining the townsite on the
east and south of the railway track (or a
consideration of SG.ooo.oo. Messrs lack-soand Reed have employed Aber and son
to survey and plot the ground, dividing the
west half, or forty acres, into town lots and
the oast forty in one acre and five- acre
tracts, all of which will be put on the
market at reasonable figures. They will
cottages for rent
build a number of
right away.
This the News considers one of the most
desircable purchases yet made of Tucum- cari propei ty this year, and there is no
question that Messrs Jackson and Keed
will realize some handsome profits on their
investment.
Wo were informed

by

W.

A.

n

Jenkins Flat Happenings

e

Dawson, New Mexico, where he will meet
Professor James Douglas, and after a short
conference with him return to Uisbee.
Largo and important coal beds are owned by the l'helps-Dodg- e
Company near
Dawson and is possible that the meeting
there at this time of Professor Douglas and
General Manager Douglas has some significance in that lino.
These coal beds wero acquired by the
company several months ago for the purDawson is reached
pose of exploitation.
by a branch of the ICI Paso and Southwestern railroad that leaves the main line at
Tucumcari. Hetween the latter point and
Santa Kosa there is a gap in the HI Paso
and Southwestern that is now leased by

that road.
That the visit of these two officials of
the

Phelps-Dodg-

e

Company

may

REAL ESTATE.

1

Business and Resident Proocrtics for Sale

ik'i

Cheap and

()

Favorable Terms
( Will be pleased to

show buyers the properties of the

yfi

McGee Addition and the
Russell Addition to the Town.

y)y

Make Prices and Terms.

ij

t,

I
r

w,

f
(j

heman.J

Tucumcari Townsite & Investment (o

have

Tucumcari,

something to do with this short piece of
road, which is in reality a part of the Hock
Island system, is intimated as being among

N. M.

Corrbspondknck

the possibilities.
Asked if this trip was one which might
We have lots of fun out here; boys and
result in important developments of any
if
girls, men and women and everybody want
character, General Manager Douglas statto marry, but they don't seem to under- ed
that it is nothing more than one of the
stand the art of match making.
many trips that are taken by officials of
W N Jacobs has been feeding one of the road for the purpso of inspection and
Wayne's cows all winter for the privilege to keep in touch with what is going on.
of milking her when she came in, but she Iiisbce Miner.
has two bull calves which consume all the
milk the cow gives, leaving Jacobs short on
Homestead Entries
his feed.
following
named persons filed beThe
We have had some fine rains lately and
our people are farming in earnest. Jacobs fore United States Court Commissioner
and Jeffreys have planted twenty-tw- o
and N V Gallegos, at his ollice in the Court
a half acres of corn, milo maize, sorghum House, in Quay County during the month
We need a sorghum of April, 190G:
and Kaffir corn.
Miss Johnnie Jeffrey, J F Hall, II P
mill hero this season and would be pleased
Paston, C T Paston, H Clark, J L Adams,
to see one put in.
C Adams, C L Oliver, M Adams, R A
J T Jeffrey is going to make a talk to
Morris, J M Moosey, 1 F Sanders, Nora
Dodson
people the 3rd Sunday in July.
the
Home, R W Hall, S P FowHis subject is to be "Christian Union and Parker, T II
G W Murray, C Johnston, Y II Lik-in- s,
Christian Duties."
Everyone is invited ler,
J P Wilkins, J K McCain,
Juanita
to come and bring their song books and
Nepomosena Salas, A J Uaker,
Ortega,
lets have a good time.
li White, I P Cook, J A Huttner, II H
Say, we are fenced off from Tucumcari
New, V K Talley, J S Price, Joe Vokal, 1
and have to get a surveyor to help us get W Kettle, L M Whorton, F S Wilson,
to town. There are a number of our peo- B
F Hosley, I C Wilson, II G Townsend,
ple cross the plains to Iiovina to trade who
J C Swartz, II H Home, W 11 Johnston,
say they would much rather trade at
G W Ivans, M H Shaff, J C Castleberry, j
if they had a decent road to town.
ii wcainerioru, a a uoono, juan
Why can't the county commissioners have
y Lopez, II F May wald, J C Chamthese people who have fenced up every- bers, J A Wright, Iilizabeth A Buckingthing between us and town allow a road
ham, C E Keed, G P Chapman, K B
to be opened?
liven the gate pioposition Anglin, G Snell, J II Bedford, J K Daugh-tris a great nuisance, and by the time a
W II Grazier, K M Home, Jr., Hzra
farmer gets to town and back home he has Stemple, Ira Stemplo, P F Shahan, J A
put in at least half a day opening gates. Hozzelle, Mrs L T Brock, J P Shields, I
0
But if we have to have gates, that is even I
Simms, J C Chambers, W II Bryant,
better than to put up with a road that two N Brddizan, D Colyar, Zannie K
Iipling,
good horses can't pull an empty wagon
T Jackson, S L Gallegos, J C Forbis, W
over.
This road matter makes us want to H
Jackson, C Jackson, K Gallegos, P R
see the time when we can have statehood.
Apodaca, W F Gose, D Buller, Annie
We don't know whether the situation
Luster, Martha Norris, J T Cappleman, J
would be greatly improved under statehood
Williams, G W Robertson, J C Allen, N
or not, but we do not apprehend that it
Schumaker, J M Bayless, C Miller, W W
would be any worse.
We do not get the
Littlefield, B Garcia, C Crawford, J E
law enforced as it should be now and our
Keys, F M Holmes, L G Thompson, Mary
Inability to avoid graft among the politiPittmau, Nannie li Wilderson, Fannie A
cians and their hirelings makes it many
Price, W J Pittmau, C li Nidever, R K
times very disagreeable. For instance, we
McDaniel, W li Sotzer, F D Sotzer, W W
are charged any old price for surveying
Chriswell, W R Raney, O V Sinclair, J
from
lands, anywhere
S20 to S.jo per day,
F Thomason, J W Parker, Rebecca lilms,
and likewise in other land matters. Some
T II Davis, J W Davis, J W Snell, V L
of these might be adjusted under stateCastloborry, II Agce, W D Starch, C.
hood. The people who are settling up the
Slemple, L Hannon. J B Willis, J W Newcountry necessarily have their lands surman, J V. Tatum, II N Ross, R N Brooks,
veyed in order to know where to put their
TL Brooks, W H Baker, J Ilaifman, Mrs
improvements,
Jennie Fullwood, Mrs. II C Pittmau, Jno.
Say, editor, as your query man is away
Kuykendall, J D Kuykendall, Z Kuykendall,
taking a vacation, can't you make a sugHenry Goss, C G Thomas, O S Bell, J R
gestion as to how we can reach Tucumcari
Alexander, II S Gibson.
without climbing two mountains?
The
crossing of these mountains is only made
old saddle
FOR SAL1I One
necessary because some of our road builde;
one brood sow; one irn bed
ers have demanded that all roads be put pony-horsSuu O. A. Mason,
spring and mattress.
on section lines.
Now, if this road

Business and Residence Lots For Sale
M. B. GOLDENBERG,

THE

Tender Saloon

Legal

The Pioneer House of the Kind in the City.
WINES, BRANDIES, LIQVORS AND CIGARS.
CALLAND

SEE US.

MORGAN

Tom.

Co.

GRVBBS,

Tucumcari Telephone Exchange
Put in a Phone Do it
Now. Time is Money.

B. F. HERRING,

The Phone is a Time
Ask Central
Saver.
for Trains.

PROP.

FARR HERRING, Mgr.

Located in the Pandhandle
Country constitute a vast
proportion of those who are
out of debt, possess an abundance of all that is necessary to comfort an
easy hour, and own

Texas Farmers

BANK ACCOUNTS.
Those who are not so fortunate should profit by past experiences and
recognize that these conditions are possible in

THE PANHANDLE
as no where else for the reason that no other section now offers
R RALLY HIGH-CLAS- S
LANDS AT LOW PRICKS
and that the Agricultural and Stock-farmin- g
possibilities of this section are
the equal of, and in some respects better than three to five times higher
priced properly located elsewhere.
In other words;
Mjuiylagnincient Opportunities are still open here
to those possessing but little money, but prompt investigation and

THE

Denver
ROAD

tf

L

PROPS.

www miiummi

must
stay on section lines, it should bo worked Tucumcari.
and made so it can be traveled and so the
farmers can haul a load over it.
There is building brick for salo nt

Agt.

QUICK ACTION
are advisable, as speculators have investigated
and are fast purchasing with a knowledge of
quickly developing opportunities to sell to others at greatly increased prices.

THE DENVER ROAD
Sell cheap Round Trip tickets twice a week
with stop-ove- r
privileges.
For Full Information, write to
A A. QLISSON, G. P.
A.. FORT WORTH, TEXAS

1

Puerto Pickings.

Clint Rutherford,

(Correspondence.

Saddles and Harness

Gatcwood was in Puerto Monday.
S. (ihulson is riding for the TTT until I.
We are having some dry weather at
present.

We arc prepared to do all kindi ,.f
Saddle and Harness repairing.

The cow men are getting ready for
spring cattle work.
Mrs. George Taylor was a caller at
Puerto last Saturday.

DEALER

IN

Mrs. Maywald

Tucumcari,

was the guest
Walther Saturday night.

New Mexico

K. M. Rates, our up to date
trading in Puerto Monday.

SALOON

Cook, lately from the Churokee
has hied on a claim near Puerto.

Suicar Valley
Cane Spring liourbiin
Co.

(luckenlielmer Rye
Clark's Uye

Huntcn

Wye

Pure White Corn Whiskey
All

kinds

Min

i

-

St..

Solicited
Tucumcari.

I

MONARCH

M.

New Millinery.
Our Hats are the Newest
Styles.

1 See

Amos Pates is batching, and the girls
had better look out, for he says he wants
a cook.
Miss Texia Hodges is visiting at the
TTT Ranch, the guest of Mrs, O. M.
Connelly.

Wc hear a great many people complain
ing about the road from here to Tucum-car- i.
What is the matter with Tucumcari?
They should try to accomodate the public.
The country people go there over bad roads
and have to water their teams n home,
and then they get no more water until they
get back home, or chance to find some on
the road.
Hear Grass.

Vs for Fashionable

Millinery.

t

Moots

S.

W.
8th 1906.
April
Sunday
In Elfect
GOING EAST.
No. 124 leaves Rock Island depot Tu
cumcari 9.1s A. M.

depot.
Arrive Dawson 4:55 P. M.
FROM THIS KAST.

I

$12.00

Morocco leg,
feet

$14.10

A. B. DAUBER,

. U C O" C

c" Cf" C'"

O" O-- Of Cf Of Cf Of

A. D. GOLDKNBIiRG,

PROP.

Puns.

R. L. TAYLOR,

Siit

TUCUMCARI
Power Co,
Water, Ice

i

INCORPORATED.

)

Every enterprising citizen should patronize
3l local industry or enterprise.
WIS

ARK IDORE TO STAY, AND SOLICIT
YOUR PATRONAGE.
OUR RATES REASONABLE.

THE PLAZA HOTEL
J.

A.

STREET, Prop.

.....

THE ONLY FIRST CLASS ROOMS IN THE CITY.
PATRONIZED BY THOSE WHO KNOW.
Prices.
Reasonable

Prop.

FOR. SALE

IVI.

N. WHITMORE,

fe Co.
PROP.

The Place to Buy your
8

Staple I Fancy Groceries.
We lake your orders and
make prompt delivery.. . .

I

At Santa Rosa one mare three years
X
old and horse coll yearling well bred,
Co.
Kelly
$75.00. Apply Gross,
Tucumcari or Geo. H. Smith, Jr.,
X Santa Rosa.

X
X

50 f
with

M. ani1

M.

a

Newly Renovated and Refurnished

S.oo

DYER., Genera.1 Workman

i

10:45 A

jj

.
.
fCfifOfCfCfCfCfCfCfCfCfCftfCfCfOfCf:

Whitmore

calf-ski- n

C. N. McMAlNS.

X

M.
No. 124 carded to make connection

eastbound train at French 3:52
Yith No. 123 westbound train

made to order,

guaranteed, plain calf

Rest patent calf vamp,
Kangaroo top

No. 124 leaves K. P. & S. W. depot Tu
cumcari 9:25 A. M.
Giving passengers chance to proruru
.
tickets and baggage checks at i. P. &

No. 123 leave Dawson 9:4!) A. M
Arrive Tucumcari, (R. I. depot)

f

1

Boot and Shoe Shop

TIME TABLE.
&

'
wn
w msKies,

TRY THEM.

Tucumcari

MISS EMMA JAI1NS.

E. P.

.

Nix lost one ot his worn horses last Sun
day night. The cause is not known, as he
was found dead in the pasture Monday
morning.

CO.,
N.

i
T..i.
jLveniucKy

349
49
49
49
49
49

I

,

il

Lee and Williams, of Plainview, Texas,
were in Puerto last week, and were very
favorably impressed with our country.

CIGARS.

a

Proprietor

-

0

Chenault came down from his ranch on
the plains Sunday. He is having the old
Gentry tank repaired.

:

-

Elephant Saloon.

White

Dr. James Yates left last week for Coro
He
nn. where he will visit his daughter.
intends to stay until June.

LIQUORS and

H. M. SMITH

JAMES LANIGAN,

v,

start branding cattle.

FINE WINES,

X

Nation,

Igo and Chenault started gathering their
saddle horses Thursday, preparatory to

SALOON.

TUCUMCARI,

:

:

out on

Harvey Ross wunt out of the sheep bus
iness and tiled on a claim and has gone to
farming.

GEORGE A. MOORE, PROP.

Your Patronage

Good Wines,
Liquors and Cigars

:

night.

Wines and Li(imrs

of

(flfe

Treatment Good,

ol Mrs.

The people of the M. 1. Church, South,
are soon to have a parsonage in Puerto,
J. 11. Nix is plowing corn this week; he
has about twenty acres ready to plow.
It is reported that Mr. li'llar's little girl
was bitten by a rattlesnake Monday.
The young folks report a nice time at the
dance at the home of Mr. Hill Saturday

Opposite Big Store's

Anderson

M Mi

OMfORTABLE

i

red Walther has had an attack of the
grip this week, but is up again.

EXCHANGE

Old Crow,

Coney Isidnd

K

larmer, was

Jim Griggs has moved his goats
the plains lor better grass.

STOCK

t

f

OVR.

PRICES ARE ALWAYS RIGHT.

ROOTS) FOR DAIRY

COWS.

Experiments at Nebraska University
Prove That Thoy Should Bo
More Largely Used.

A

BARNYARD

TURNSTILE.

Convenient
Entrance Which Will
Iilako tho Place More Accessible
to the Mnn with the Bucket.
IT the stock kept in tho barnyard is
nut of Miuill stature like tlit pit; and
hhoop, the turnstile shown in tholllus-Imtio- n
Is ono of tho host arrangements
lo place nt tho ontrnnco. Horses and
cows cannot get through t he passage
thus protected, and it enables anyone to
enter the barnyard wit hunt sotting down

Such experience its I have on this
subject lias been mostly in tho way of
experimenting.
Wo have fed tit tills
stiit ion several years roots and also
I,.
silage says A.
Haoekor, Dairy Husbandman tit I'liivoisUy of Nebraska.
In ii ii experiment to test tho value of
roots ot sugar hoots as compared with
silage we found the hit tor gave about
the same results, and could lie, pro
duced lor about
the cost of
th" boots. However, I find soice animals do not cure much for silage und
greatly prefer tho beets or mangles.
Such animals will invariably do h. 'tor
If fed on boots.
am a firm be. .over
in the use of succulent feeds, not only
for dairy cattle, but also for fat lining
stock and sheep.
When fed t
fat
stock, roots should not be give.i in
large quantities, and small ration?, will
greatly ass!:- digestion and keep the
animal in a healthy condition.
I
so
arrange it each year that I have in
the root cellar several tons of
beets, or mangles, and to certain members of the herd these are fel in
preference to the silage. I have Tod
turnips but find tlieni much inferior to
sugar beets, being too watery, and
they are not relished by the stock.
Have also tried rutabagas, but have
not had very much experience with
these roots. I fin'. no root raised in
this country that is so relished bv live
stock as sugar beets. This, no doubt,
is due to so much saccharine
one-ha-

lf

I

i

-

THE Tl" UN5TI I.K

'O.M PI.ICT K.

anything thoy may ho carrying. Tho
turnstile is easily constructed, tho main

thing being to have iho pest strong and
sot firmly in tho ground. In the plan
hero llhiBlrato I, says tho Prairie Farm- or, the crosspieees are set on an iron
pin so that thoy rculily revolve. The
turnstile would, of course, he much
Mrongor if ai Tango'l so that a circular
hole was fiit out of the oro.s.spioccs to
fi over tho end of the post, whloh could
ho trimmed down to three inches in
diameter. An iron )iu run through the
tap of Iho rrnPspiooPH
have lnon
placed in position would prevent them
working off the post.
Dehorning.
wp do not dehorn our macows here. Practically
all of

As a

ture
lliem

mle

animals of tho
aio
pel" breeds, and wo do not consider it
'eslrnblo to dehorn them. We do not
liavo a strictly dairy herd hern, al- -'
hough wo are building one up from
ihe native Btoek. 'Wo shall expect t
'lehorn dairy cows when tho occasion
irises. Experiments conducted tit the
Pennsylvania experiment station several yoiifi ago showed that there was
practically no loss occasioned by dehorning a herd of Guernseys. I have
had no experience with Ayreshires.
Farmers generally hero do not dehorn
their cows, but steers are usually
either when they are calves
by the use of potash or when mature
by sawing off tho horns, or using clip,
pors. Tho use of potash is more
thnn cutting off the horns and
much to lie preferred. John Fields,
Director Oklahoma Hxpcrimcnt Station.
pure-bre- d

I

e.

On the whole, I believe we should
advocate the growing of more root
crops. Great Improvements could bo
made if more wore fed. and there is
no doubt but that the tendency
will
bo to increase tills ration.
SELF-FEEDIN-

CATTLE RACK

G

Arrangement Which One Farmer Has
Tested and Finds Great Saving of Fodder.
Tliis rack can be
both Inside ot
out and built In any length to suit. For
the

uprights use
inch stuff, all
the rest
h
lumber. The uprights are mado
two feet six inches at back and two feet
in front. Tho crosspleces are two feet
six inches long and the upper one is
nailed on one inch below the lop. A
board is set in and nailed to tho
The bottom is made tight.
uprights.
Tho nick part is built as shown. Tha
open space is seven inches wide, which
permits pulling out tho hay. My sheep
racks are same stylo, only lower. I hnvo
used these racks for three years and
for feed savers I never saw their equal,
says an Ohio correspondent of tho Farm
and Homo. If more food is given than is
eaten, that which remains In tho rack
is as fresh as if it hud just been given.
L'x2

one-inc-

lxT-lnc- h

Managing Potato Planting.

Mulch for Anrde Trees.
Thoro hns been a good deal of talk
nbout tho
mulch method,
nays National Nurseryman.
The men
who hnvo grown tipples successful lor
u few years by this method have bo- como quit" enthusiastic.
Lei us admit
that two or throe real successes have
appeared; but is it nu a fact that for1
each mulched orchard which may be
looked upon as a proved success, wo
oan show a hundred successfully oul-l- !
vat ad orchards?

If you are In a hurry to plant potatoes try spreading
fertilizer on
ground, begin plowing. Drop potatoes in every third furrow and plow
potatoes and fertilizer in at once. If
ynu use whole small potatoes for seed
there will be very few missing hills.
Seed potatoes plowed in this manner
tend to root deep and
withstand
drought hotter: and while it is a little more trouble to dig the potatoes
it is a good deal loss at hilling up
time n ml none of the potatoes got
green ends.

Dairy Produce.
According to an o:stimate made by
Prof. McKay, of Iowa, the value of
iolry products in the I'nited Stales is
bout $7iJii,)i)i).rmii; that of butter alone
.tuo,OOO.ooo.
This is an onormous
itislnosa, but it is growing every year.
Is
novor a quostlon of doniand.
Phora
The only problom la tho tfupply.

Celpry.
am much in favor of the now
method of celery growing;
namely,
close planting so the plants shade ono
another, writes a Washington farmer.
To succeed In this method two conditions must bo mot plenty of plaDt
food and plenty of water.

wator that can bo uod
is only in tlw fun., of

Paint all wounds as soon as dry
enough to rocelvo paint. This stop's
evaporation and presorvos the. wood
twill it h.is timo to heal over.

Ttoo noil

by plant
Mm.

Close-Plante- d

I

during the winter, and sire then tio-In bundle ami packed in r.aud in a
Hy spring a perfect union
cool cellar
will have formed, and a callotui vol!
appear at the lower end of tho root
from which rootlets will soon appeal
after the toot graft has boon planted.
Although not in common use. n
form known as voneer grafting has
much inert' for small Mocks, eilhor fur
lug. it is shown Hi
GRAFTS FOR FRUIT TREES. root or stem-graFig. :!. tho parts being the sumo tis in
Its
the illustration of
How the Various Kinds Are Permerit comes front tho fact that camformed nnd tho Best Time to
bium surface only is exposed, Wn it'll
Do the Work.
makes it possible for a more porlort
Graft in:; is the art or bringing to- union to take place than when tha
gether th" pints of two plants that pith Is exposed, as In
they will unite.
Usually a portion or Greater can Is required, however, to
the last year's growth of one plant, bring the parts into the close contact
with a length of four or live inches, which must bo seen rod in order to il
in success.
called u scioi:. is united with another
plain, called (lib stock, either on the.
root, tit the collar, c," on the trunk or GRAIN SMUT TREATMENT.
Grafting mtif lu employed
brunches.
(1) IV, repro- Method of a Dnkotn. Fanner in Hanfor several purposes:
Been
dling the Seed Which
duce
vurioi'cr, or
Treated.
hose that do not come true from
v2) to increase the vigor or hardiness
in tho
J. H. Wilkinson,
Dakota
of weak and tender sorts; '.') to bring
g
Farmer, gives tho following method
kinds Into earlier
of handling wheat when treated lor n
(Ii to change varieties.
Grafting is generally performed n't smut:
"I have seen wheat fronted for smut
the beginning of the season's growth.
At that time dormant buds can bo produced, and although the union would
take place more quickly after the sap
becomes thickened, the chance of failure will be greater at that time, owing
to the evaporation from the leaves. The
method employed depends to some extent upon the size and kind of tree
upon which it is to be used.
The form commonly used upon small
trees is known as the whip or tongue
graft. It ;s especially adapted for
Fig. 1. Tho stock (I) is cut
oil" iit an angle, and a sha.ing of the
bark and wood is removed from the
lower side of the end; a tongue
then
Ji"
cut near tho end. The scion Is prepared by cutting off :ho lower end so AKHANtiK.MKNT OK TlHU'iillS ANN
that the exposed surface will be about
TIT.S.
by sprinkling and shoveling on n imrn
lloor; by dipping with a perforated
scoop in a trough; by filling a barrel
D
with wheit, then pouring on the mixture, and alter Loaking letting the wator
ofr through a vent, then emptying the
wheat out and drying it; also by using
the wagon tank method; but the quickest, safest and most successful method
is as follows: Take two boards 1C loot
long and one foot wide and make two
troughs eight foot long. Cut a kerosene barrel in halves to make two
tubs. Sot these tubs on the granary
lloor nearlv eight foot lrom a wall (soo
illustration) and nail one end of trough
to Willi about six inches above top of
h
tub. Put it concave,
board
each trough to strengthen it and
ttrry off leak. I'se gunny sacks and
dip ono bushel at a time, letting grain
remain in mixture about two minutes,
i'.ix sacks can bo set in each trough,
; id will quickly
drain so as to hoc on
Hont Whip Fig. 'J. Hoot Voneer
Fit;. 1.
limit; t, root; i', Graft; 1, stock; L'. lloor. In this manner I liavo dipped
twlon; 2, complete sHon; ii, complutu
train early in tho morning and sowed
graft.
Br.il...
In an ordinary seeder after
dinner
one Inch long. (2) In the middle or without removing grain from sacks to
this a tongue Is cut. Tho tongues on fry.
have always made tho solution
the stock and scion are then fitted to- stronger than recommended."
gether so that tho inner bark on one
side of the F.clon will bo in contact
?ASM NOTES.
with that on the same side of tho
Mulching of land should bo mora
stock. The gran should then bo bound
ilrrnly together. CD This may be done generally practiced.
A man should have cool Judgment to
either with waxed twine, paper or
cloth. These are prepared by dipping run a gasoline engine properly.
the string or cloth in molted grafting
Wo use pure white loud and oil for
wax, and, in the case of paper, by ap- painting the stubs on pruned troo--- .
plying tho wax with it brush.
Tho
It does not pay to hnvo Hie pastures
twine answers for root grafts, but the fed loo closely, tis that produces u tnw
paper or cloth should be used whore sod.
the grafts are above ground, unless
An aero of potatoes well ciiltivatod
grafting wax is used with the twine. i3 more profitable than two acres hall
For
this method succeeds neglected.
best where the stocks are from
No practical farmer can
succeed
to
inch in diameter. when tho entire spirit of the iumlly
Tho scion should bo about three inches Is for fun and easy living.
long, with a bud near the end, as in
A thin sod in tho pasture moans
thai
Figs. 1, 2.
the grass is drawing plant foud oilv
When used for root grafts the scions from tho soil neur tho surfuoe.
should ho live Inches in length and the
Kentucky blue grass and Canadi-..root abou' four inches.
From a good bluo grits mulfc u gotn! mixture ;.
Foodiing, two stooks for root grafts can pasturogo, us thoy
muturo at diflei at
be obtained.
Th?so swifts are made time,
ft
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The Growing of Missouri Corn.
How to grow .Mi., nui i corn was
nr a da.Ws discussion at tho
farmers' convention in Columbia. .1o
recently,
n. J. Waters, dean of tho
Agricultural College, opened
tho (lis
:uaslon.
Keen nl..nt r,.i
arm, ho urged. Move n,aiu?f.M.8i
sln1
ttio prodigious wa.uo, adopt systematic
rotation.
An elastic rotation bs bot.
ntt systematic,
rotation is notthan the moment Missouri plan or
no rotation.
At least one year in four
use clover, and ns little timothv at.
possible.
Barnyard manure Is the
best fertilizer. Commercial foi tilr.er&
can only be used with profit in Missour! upon thin or womout land, not
upon black prairie land. The f. iiiiiz-mshould have liberal quantity of
potash and cheap phosphorus
Lit lie
difference has he n shown b
pi ri
lnnnts between sprint; and fall plowing
Much unnecessary work is dou.-lihusking corn. The ihickne-- s
planting should vary with the richness
of land. Suckers depend on various'
conditions. Fxperiment.s have shown
tor every leij plants,
stalks in a
"ill, S suckers;
in a lilll. 25 suckers;
- in a hill, 70 suckers, and t in a hill,
19n stickers.
Some varieties of corn
nave more stickers than others. Ueiu
corn has the least. Tillage is for two
purposes: First, to keep down weeds;
second, to conserve moisture, if laud
Is properly prepared there is no need
lo stii the soil for
Shallow tillage does not kill the weeds.
Dr. Water;;' addr s:; bioupn' nut eon
sidornhle discussion
l.aitghiin
Ml
thought the man a onniimil who destroyed plant food on bis farm, .lo
Beph 15. Win:; of Ohio ald the manure
spreadmwas a mom useful vehicle
on the farm than the earring,
"ir im
blackbirds follow along the furrow
know something's wronu. If my b
can not tret enough fishing worms in
a half day to go fishing
know more
humus is needed in the land."
George II. Sly of Uoekport had for
his subject "How Can the Farmer Secure Good Seed?" Mr. Sly emphasized
the importance of good seed as a factor
for increasing the corn yield.
Thrro tire two ways, lie .mid, of securing good seed. One is by maintaining
a seed (dot and the other is by selecting eight or ten ears of com, to be
planted in a square Held, preferably
on the east or southeast sid
If ou
haven't, good seed, said Mr. Sly. go to
your neighbor and get some, Lor now
varieties alone. "The problem will be
solved," he concluded, "by the establishment of corn breeding farms
throughout tho state."
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The Wlndflower or Anemone.
will lie only a short time before
little "Annlo Mony," as one weo chap
failed it. will he showing her sweut
spring face In sunny wild spots. U
you know her when you see her'.' She
very likely to bo the fust How or you
pick this j ear for it Is her winsome
lace which usually helps tho birds to
I'll Mm that spring has come. Is there
a prettier lower in the whole wide
world than .he first. Mayllower? This
la probably thr- name which man
of
the children give to the anemone; perhaps others call it the wimlllower. am1
perhaps still others hae seen It spel!-"nnemony instead of anemone.
They are all of them right. The word
anemone is a Crook word moaning
wind so we have formed the habi:
calling it. windlower.
This is ieall
If i.unily name for the lower, just
I'amilx name may be Smith oi
Jones. The auemom family is a biu
"lie, for in it there are eighty-livn. embers each with a name of their
own to distinguish tin m from the rest
'f the famil. Some of the members
of tills fatly are very tiny and modest
indeed looking quite unlike their larger and sometimes
more handsome
brothers and sisters Hut as a family
they are very modest and shy and do
not Haunt gay colors.
If you tind
Item it is because ihy are so very
sweet that you will make a search for
litem. livery one of the eighty-fivare hardy peiennials.
That is bin
mow easily and live on from year to
' ar
without replanting.
H
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Having One's Own Gnitlcn.
One of th" best plays in the world
is to have ji small piece of ground
for your very own to use tit; a garIt is very much like reading a
den.
fairy story to watch Mother Nature at
work, changing little brown and black
seeds, some of them no bigger than a
pin's head, into beautiful bright green
plants. Only it. is over and over so
much better than any fairy story, because it is really true.
The best way to plan your garden is
to divide it Into several plots
and
plant whatever you wish in cacli plot,
if you are not sure juat how to go lo
work, mother or father wlio have become qui e familiar
with Nature's
ways, will help you just u little until
you understand how.
Then after the
seeds are planted keep your bright
eyes open and see how many of Nature's secret yon can discover all for
yourself. She litis hosts and hosts of
them and some are very hard to llnd
many
out. Hut. you may discover
tilings which will help you to do belter gardening next year. Luther
Is spending his life in studying
Nature's secrets and in turning them
to good use.
Bur-ban-

Manure Spreader.
After live years' experience witli a
innnure spreader I think this machine,
one of the most profitable machines
on tile farm. Within a radius of live
miles of mo there are ten or twelvo
machines and they arc increasing In
number here every jear. One man
with a spreader can haul out more
manure and spread it better than two
men with a wagon can after following
the old stylo of spreading manure.
The manure thr t works best is, of
course, totted manure, but !t is a good
plan to mix tho different kinds of
manure, as it spreads more easily and
better both for the team ami man. A
considerable amount of litter in manure does not Increase the dilllculty
of handling it unless the manure has
been heated tip or burned up largely.
Then unless it is well sunken it will
come off in Hakes once In n while,
but will not make much trouble if
properly handled. The weight of my
machine Is about 1.70(i pounds. I uo
two horses and would not think of
getting a smaller machine, nor would
I recommend any man to get a small
A. II. Williams.
one.
Washing' on County N. Y.
A

Good-Size-

Dwarf Apple Trees.
Dwarf apple trees have never been
very popular in tnis country, though
they have been now and then boomed
by the men put ting them on the market. The reasons why they have not
been more popular are chielly that
they are not long lived and frequently are not groat bearers. There
Is jv place however for the dwarf apple tree and that is principally on the
farm where the standard varieties
have but just, been set out and will
not come Into bearing for many years
A few dwarf trees should give good
satisfaction, as they should come into
bearing some years before the others.
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FEAR.

Fowlo Become Wild by Experience of
Danger.
A poweiTul motive in choosing tho
ruffed grouse for experiment Is the
fact that it myth has seemingly spread
over the entire country to the effect
that, this species is untamable, saya a
writer in April Country Live in America. Knowledge of the species. Its inSlow Churning.
In Mie winter .season the people havt? stincts, habits, foods and general character could be obtained by actually
a gieat
al of trouble In churning in taming
and living with the birds beta reasonable
time. One reason for tor than by any other method. Can ti
this is the thinness of the cream in fear hatch out of an egg? if a fear
lie winter cndei the careless methods
can hatch out of an egg, what is lo
.n which milk Is set in the farm house.
hinder a thought
or an idea from
The cream rises very slowly, and lunching out of an egg? If a thought
when skimmed, contains a very largo and an emotion can hatch out of an
proportion of milk; such cream churns egg. why not a volition hatch out of
with great dlflleulty. The remedy for an egg?
Why, then, mny not a complete charthis is to make the cream thicker by
being more careful in skimming. Tho acter hatch out of an egg? and where
is the need of experience, training and
two reasons for slow churning is that education"
After about ten years of
the churns are filled too full of cream. careful observation and experiment
The ordinary barrel chum is used on with a number of different species, I
the farm; if it is lillcd nearly full the am prepared to maintain the thesis
milk do s not receive the pounding that a speoillo fear cannot hatch out of
that tt should.
The barrel churn a bird's egg. (iiven the physical conshould he only one third full, then ditions necessary to the life and comwhen it revolves the cream falls from fort of the species, hatch the eggs, and
one end of the barrel to the olhc- and one species is as tame as any other and
will not show fear of man or of anyIt is
receives a
at each end.
thing el.se until It has
by intl.ls shock that caimes the butt r gum-ale- struction, experience or learned
natural Inferto separate trom the casein and ence that the object in question is dantin- other parts of the milk. The iwxt gerous.
s;n at reason for slow churning is the
The fact remains, all the popular
unknown temperature at which the statements to lie contrary notwithchurning is performed. If the farmer's standing, that a grouse chick hatched
wife who docs the churning will always in an incubator or under a hen, from
egg taken from a nest in the woods
have a thermometer at hand, to make an every
whit as "tame" as a chick of
sure "hat the temperature m the cream is domestic
fowl; and it remains so
lb' it
is about fin degrees tUo will avoid this until
experiences something to maku
trouble ot too low temperature. Some It "wild."
people make the mistake of pouring
in cold water as soon as the butter
Advice on Marriage.
begins to break. This sometimes
The Kov. Dr. Joseph Rudolph of
the gathering of the butter
New York, comes pretty nea'
to holding the record for marriages
Improving Dairy Herds.
and is well to the head or the list in
stathe matter of funerals celebrated. DurWe
work at
in our
our best ing lie thirty years of his pastorate
tion raise hciler-from
iows, and likewise trom lime to Im has united 2.7:'.." couples in mar.tion funerals.
We net, more riage and has attended
lime make plircha;es.
Here are some of the conclusions ho
blanks than we do nries in our broodhas reached about marriage:
In;;, and to keep up our herd occasionyears of
"No man under twenty-onally purchase.
This is the general age should think of matrimony.
practice of dairy farmers in this state.
"Women should marry at eighteen.
Most of hem raise their own ani"Marriage will give a young man
mals, but buy back and forth more or ambition.
"If there were fewer old maids men
kss. In other words, they aim to imwould earn better salaries."
prove their herds by good breeding,
that is to say, the better class of them
do, and likewise sell and buy, barter
DECAYED STARCH.
How to improve our
and exchange.
dairy herds cannot all be stated in a
A Food Problem.
word, but the process, epitomized to
An Aslieville man te?ls how right
tho last degree, may be expressed in food did that which medicines had
the following words: Breed, weed, failed to accomplish
feed, weigh, test, observe, use judg"For more than 15 years," he says,
ment, study relationship of conforma- "I was allllctcd with stomach trouble
J. L. Hills, D- and intestinal indigestion, gas formtion to performance.
irector Vermont Experiment Station.
ing in stomach and bowels and giving
me great distress.
These conditions
Silage from Mixed Crops.
were undoubtedly due to the starchy
Corn and sorghum both contain nn food
ate, white bread, potatoes, etc.,
excess of carbohydrates, and are
grew worHe with
nnd didn't digest.
in protein. To correct this diftime, till, 2 years ago, I had an attack
ficult v and balance tho nutrients, cow
appenpens and other leguminous crops were which the doctor diagnosed as
The peas were dicitis. When the surgeon operated
grown with them.
on me. however, it was found that my
planted In tho rows with tho corn and
sorghum, and while a casual Inspec- trouble was ulcer of the pancreas, inappendicitis.
tion of the crop would indicate that a stead of
"Since that time I have had several
largo per cent of pons was obtained, a
careful separation of the peas from such attacks, suffering death,?, almost.
Inst attack was about
months
the corn or sorghum shows that in no The
ngo, and I endured untold agonies.
instance was there more than la 1 per
I
"The doctor then said that
would
cent of pens in the crop, and in some
instances only fi to 0 per cent; st have to eat less starchy stuff, so I
Grape-Nutfood for
small a percentage as to have no began the uso of
I knew It to bo
and have
material influence on the composition
and feeding value of tho sllnge. Corn continued same with most gratifying
It has built me up wondernnd sorghum can be combined so that results.
the resulting silage will consist of fully. I gained 10 pounds In, tho first
my
about equal percentages of each crop. 8 weeks that I used Grape-Nutsgeneral health is better than over
Tennessee Jtntlou.
before, my brain is clearer and my
Cement Floors in Stables.
nerves stronger.
I notico
in lie Farmers' Review a
"For breakfast and dinner, each, I
to
in
regard
discussion
cement take
t 'iispoonfuls
of Grape-Nut- s
In
Two
years with cream, a small sllco of dry toast,
barns.
floors
a
we
cement
ago
had
floor nu egg soft boiled and a cup of
;
put in our born here at the college.
and I make the ovening meal on
I would not recommend
animals lying Grape-Nutalone this
and cream
on tho cement door without bedding, gives me a good night's rest nnd l
but consider it ono of the best stalls am well again." Name given by Post-tufor cattle if kept bedded. I had had
Co.. Battle Creek, Mich.
no experience hero with cement for
a reason.
Read the little
There's
watering trougl s. .lames M. Wilson, book. "Tho Road to Wellvllle." In
Director South Dakota KxporiinoiU pkgs.
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Take Off the Mulch.
The mulch that has been covering
the strawberry plants throughout the
winter should be removod as early in
ato 10 '1
tho spring ax li I
on
too
remains
it
f
KOi
hum the vines are very likely to
Strawberry plants begin
he Injured.
very early in the iprlue.
to
w

s
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I am dead you could only show a tribute
of respect besides this your life would be
One ol the most uesiarmy """"B"
in great danger. He says it won t be any
tlic history of Lincoln county was perpet- great trouble to prove what a good man he
uated at Capitan a few nights ago, when is, that he h.is lived with lots of people and
He says
unknown criminals blew up the ranch of they have never seen him mad.
Oswald and he can prove ho was aggravated to this.
Leo Oswald with dynamite.
his little son, who were in the house when
With love, I am your sister.
the fuse was lighted, smelt the acrid odor
H
it
of powder, and suspecting that something
a
taken
U
has
Oklahoma,
of
Wallace,
J
was wrong, rushed from the house a second before a fearful explosion occurred, claim east of town and expects to locate
When here permanently. He is a painter.
whic'i reduced the house to ruins.
they got outside they caught a glimpse of
CONTEST NOTICE
some persons skulking away and Oswald
fired at the retreating forms with a Winchester, the fire being returned. The per- Department of the Interior, United States
petrators are supposed cattle theives.
Land Office.
Oswald has been the main witness against
Cl.AVTON, N. M.,
April, Ifi, igofi.
t gang of Lincoln county rustlers and has
been instrumental in sending a number of
t
sufficient contest affidavit having been
Others are out filed in this ollice by Delmon Kiloy, of Tuthem to the penitentiary.
awaiting a hearing, and it is fully believed cumcari, N. M., contestant, against Homethat the gang intended to blow Oswald to stead Kntry No. ..jrjj, made March 30,
The utmost indignation has been 1903, for SK.i, Sec 31, Township 10 North,
atoms.
aroused over the matter in that section.
Range 31 liast, by Thomas 11. Davidson,
Las Vegas Optic.
contestee.in which it is alleged that the said
Thomas H.Davidson has wholly abandoned
said tract; that he has changed his resiLast Letter of Mrs. Geo. Campbell dence
therefrom for more than six months
The following is a letter written by Mrs. last past; that said tract is not settled upon
Geo. Campbell on the fith of June, before and cultivated by said party as required by
she and her three children were killed at law, and that said alleged absence from
their home near Tucumcari N. M., on the the said land was not duo to his employth of June 1005.
ment in the Army, Navy or Marine Corps
of the United States as a private soldier,
Juno f)th, 1905.
ollicer, seaman or marine, during the war
Mrs, Nannie Stover,
with Spain, or during any other war in
Chrystal Kalis, Texas.
which the United States may be engaged.
My Dear Sweet Sister:
I wo years ago in October since I wrote Now therefore.said parties are horebynotili
to bid you farewell in life. I did this for ed to appear, respond and offer evidence
an unjust cause, for you and Kuth was al touching said allegation at 10 o'clock a. m.
ways kind and good to me, and it was hard on June 20, 190G, before N. V. Gallegos,
to do, but Geo. said if I would give you, United States Court Commissioner, at his
I'a and James up he would take me back office in Tucumcari, Now Mexico, and that
as a wife and let me live with my children. final hearing will be held at 10 o'clock a.
Otherwise, he would steal my two little in. on June 27, 1906, before the Register
boys from me, he would take them where and Receiver at the United States Land
I would
never hear tell of them again Ollice in Clayton, New Mexico.
I says for my sweet little boys' sake
I
The said contestant, having, in a propwill
give them all up, I will drudge for you the er atlidavit, filed April Hi,
ignfi, msi
rest of my days to be with darling babes. forth facts which show that after due dilihave done this as near as my strength gence personal service of this notice can
I serve him just as a
will allow.
domestic not be made, it is hereby ordered and dislave would his master still I can't make rected that such notice be given by due
peace.
He threatens my life most every and proper publication.
day. Ho says ho can prove that we are all
Kdwakd W. Fox, Register
murderers and liars and nobody can live
with us. Tho oldest boy, Claude, went to
W. A. Jackson has sold this week lots 7,
lown with him not long since and Dr. I'ring S, g, and 10 in block 10 to Kl I'aso people,
says stop your boys olf here when you bring Judge Mm. Hums being oik; of the purch
them in town and let them play with John
asers.
me. 1 laucie ioici me mis wnen lie came
L. J. Gilchrist of Id I'aso has purchased
I says why don't you do this
homo.
George,
block
it would be such a nice place for them to this week from W. A. Jackson lot
He has also sold
stay. I le says he'd love to stop them there 11 in Russell Addition.
lots 9, 10, 11, and 2 in block 11, Russell
I said
ami nave inem quizzing tnem.
to
him I talte Mrs. I'ring to be a lady and Addition to Chas Downdes, Cashier of the
more than this, my boys know nothing 1'irst National Hank of Amanllu, Texas

R.VSTLER.S BLOW VP HOUSE

W, T, NICHOLSON
General Blacksmith

Wood

and

Work.j

HORSE SHOEING A SPECIALTY.
,

Main Street

N. M.

WHITE FRONT RESTAURANT
WILLEHIN & CANNON, Props.

Regular Meals 25c

Meal Tj c ket$s .00.
Short Order, Chili con Carne and Dairy Lunch all Hours
MAIN STRKKT, - TUCUMCARI, N. M.

ROCK ISLAND EATING HOUSE t
Open day and night

and

L

LuncK Counter, r

Oysters and Fish in season
J T.

S.

Prop.

McDER-MOT-

MR.S. W. E. L1HSCOMB, Mfjr.

Top Notch Store
CANDY
Base Ball Supplies.

-

Geo.

McCargar

Winter Trips
To

Colorado

Prop

liii

Cheaply made because of tin., ''wintrr tourist"
rates now in effect.
The Rocky Mountain region offers:
Dry, clear climate.

Plenty

of

sunshine.

tonic atmosphere.
A "snap" in the air that makes you want to
he
"up and doing."
Wonderously beautiful mountain scenery.
The Rock Island is the road to take to Colorado
lands you directly in Denver or Colorado Springs,
as desired.
Some pronounced advantages in our train service,
also,
Let me inform you.
A

H. H. Hargis,

Agt

Tucumcari, N. H.

ft

j

that I care for them telling. He got mad
again. He will not allow me to have a
friend of my own choice, but cursed me
out because I would not visit one of his old
cronies.
My life is at his hands and I know
not what hour I will go. I sometimes wish
the crisis was over for I am so weak and
faint can't stand up. He has gone off
and I will take advantage of his leave and
go with this to Mr. and Mrs. Kamest K.
They have been very very nice to me and
feel like I can leave it with them and it
will reach you safe. You knew me to be a
true sister, well my darling one, believe
me, I have been a true wife, a loving patient mother.
received a letter from
Kate but did not answer it.
Kate was
1

1
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Barber Shop
On the Corner.

MOT AND

COLD

Agent Alamogordo

IJATHS

Steam Laundry

Proprietor

D. L. CASH,

77777777777777777777777777
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as good to me as you all could have been
but he got mad at them because he had no
cause to only they just as good as told him
he treated me wrong. They were both
very plain with him. Well I must close in
death for 1 have got to take this 3 miles so
good bye sweet ones forever.
I
hope we
will meet in that better world.
nrwii
out for you all but I only mwi space.
He
says he will shoot I'a if he ever comes on
this place so don't any of you over come
if yen rlo you will be shot down like a wild
beast and you could do me no good. When

S. C. CAMPBELL,

CONFECTIONERY,
Tobacco, Cigars,
vSoft Drinks, Fruits,
Books, Magazines,

Notions,

lire.
Tucumcttri,

-

.

N. M.

